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Abstract
The human mind has been speculated to control devices directly and transfer
ideas between human and machines in science fiction. Recent developments in
Brain Computer Interface (BCI) technology potentially open a window to allowing
our brain to directly communicate with the outside world without the use of
muscles. These developments can potentially bring independence and a high quality
of life to millions of individuals who have mobility impairment.
The main motivation for this thesis is to develop a new innovative
electroencephalography (EEG)-based BCI for communication and control in daily
life. BCIs based on Steady State Visual Evoked Potentials (SSVEPs), which are
stable oscillations evoked by repetitive visual stimuli, have been identified as ideal
for achieving this goal. SSVEPs, compared to other kinds of EEG signals, have the
advantages of being less vulnerable to artifacts and smaller differences between
individuals. However, their implementation into daily life is limited by i) lack of
signal processing methods that effectively reduce artifacts online; ii) the fact that
few-channel recording leads to limited accuracy while density recording degrades
the user friendliness; and iii) a lack of user initiated switch, which ensures user
safety in real life applications.
The aim of this research is to develop a novel EEG-based BCI to meet the
challenges of practical application for conventional assistive devices in the real
world, outside the laboratory. The main contributions of the thesis include
fundamental scientific research into advanced signal processing, optimization of
operation protocols for rehabilitation applications, investigation and identification
of impacts for optimizing EEG recording.
A new signal processing method – Adjacent Narrow Band Filter (ANBF) has
been proposed to reduce the artifacts in raw SSVEP signals in real time, especially
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suppressing the artifacts whose frequency spectra are overlapped with those of the
signals. This novel algorithm has been experimentally validated, demonstrating that
high detection accuracy can be achieved with two recording channels in the
application of phone dialling/texting.
Three new and distinct protocols for rehabilitation applications have also been
designed. Utilizing the proposed ANBF method, an online asynchronous analog
BCI has been developed and validated in a robotic exoskeleton for lower limbs.
This analog SSVEP-based BCI has a “brain switch” that supports an idle state and
enables users to start/stop a BCI purely using the brain activities.
By implementing the ANBF method, the impact of electrode positions and
harmonic frequency components, in the terms of SNR and recognition accuracy in
the proposed SSVEP-based BCI, has been investigated and identified. The findings
show the capabilities and effectiveness when using very few electrodes in SSVEPbased BCIs outside specialized laboratories. It offers a guide to optimize the
positions of two-channel SSVEP recording sites and underpins a way to reduce
computational cost without sacrificing the recognition accuracy.
A hybrid multifunctional BCI system that combines brain rhythms (motor
imagery) and SSVEP signals has been developed and implemented to verify its
performance in a video game. The hybrid BCI system extends the current
capabilities and user experience of BCIs in order for it to be implemented to reduce
users’ fatigue, which is a critical issue in training sessions in rehabilitation
applications. This has also validated the entire design from signal collecting and
data processing through to mechanical system simulations and system functionality,
which can be diversified by adopting multi-kind BCIs.
These contributions will substantially accelerate progress towards the
development of EEG-based BCIs for communication and control in daily life, since
the participants are allowed to blink as usual during the test and all the above
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validations are conducted in an office or robotic laboratory, which is electrically
noisier than the normal environment in daily life.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation
For many centuries, people have speculated that humans could control devices
and transfer ideas directly by means of brain activities without any physical
movements. If this can become reality, it will help the disabled reconnect to the
external world and give independence and high quality of life to millions of
individuals who are suffering from brain and nervous system disorders.

1.1.1 Global Burden of Disease indicates that 190 million people suffer from
serious disability
The Motor Neuron Diseases (MND) are a group of neurological disorders that
selectively affect motor neurons, the cells that control voluntary muscle activity
including speaking, walking, breathing, swallowing and general movement of the
body. Such disorders can keep the brain from communicating with and controlling
its external environment. Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) (Figure 1.1)[1],
Primary Lateral Sclerosis (PLS), Progressive Muscular Atrophy (PMA) , brainstem
strokes, cerebral palsy, brain or spinal cord injuries, multiple sclerosis, muscular
dystrophies, and many other neuron or motor diseases impair the neural pathways
that control muscles or impair the muscles themselves. They affect nearly forty
million people around the world [2-5].
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Those most severely affected may lose all voluntary muscle control and may be
completely locked into their bodies (totally paralyzed), without any ability to
communicate with the external world or to live independently (Figure 1.2).
Fortunately, modern life-support technology can allow most of them, even those
who are locked-in, to live long lives. Thus, assistive technologies, which can help
such locked-in people to serve themselves, communicate with people and control
prosthetics, will significantly improve the quality of their lives.

Figure 1.1. Illustration of one cause of Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS)
(Modified from [1]). The disorder leads to muscle weakness and atrophy throughout
the body caused by the degeneration of spinal or motor neurons.
The disabled have high support demands. The Global Burden of Disease
estimates 190 million have “severe disability” – the equivalent of disability inferred
for conditions such as quadriplegia or stroke. Considering the special situation of
the disabled, unique resources and equipment are needed (e.g. a wheelchair or
support from another person(s)). Likewise, some of them need modified forms of a
2
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commonly available or used resource, e.g. a modified telephone. Furthermore,
technology is needed so that disabled people can get access to information and
participate in society. Many disabled people have to rely on alternative ways of
communication and interaction due to the barriers faced in accessing services or
events.

Figure 1.2. A typical patient with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS).
Significant limb weakness is apparent and symptoms usually spread from the
affected limb to the opposite limb before affecting a new body region.
From the latest disability support services survey, nearly 1 in 10 New
Zealanders rely on some form of disability support. One fifth of them are physically
disabled and in need of support as intended long term. Ideally, these people should
be able to live happily and independently at home, but mobility impairment often
robs them of their life independence and presents a significant problem to all
concerned.
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1.1.2 Fifteen million new cases of stroke and 6 million of Parkinson’s disease
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), 15 million people suffer
strokes worldwide each year. In addition, another major cause of disability is
Parkinson's disease. Based on the available studies, there are likely to be more than
6 million people with Parkinson's disease globally. For the US only, Parkinson's
disease affects between 1 and 1.5 million; and the figure in China alone is more
than 1.7 million. Then, there is the other example of disabled children. It is
estimated that 13 million children globally, aged between 0-14, are experiencing
severe difficulties [3]. If they could start to use assistive devices based on brain
activities when they are at a quite young age, they would master it better and have
more independent lives in the future.

1.1.3 Most of the elderly people are either in or soon-to-be in residential care
As shown in Figure 1.3, we can see a significant increasing trend of aging
people (65 and over). The population aged 65 and over is projected to be 0.63
billion in 2010 to 1.9 billion in 2050 [6]. When turning to Figure 1.4, we can see
that the populations aged 65+ are quite large from all the listed countries and
regions. Significantly, the proportions of aged populations (65+) are very high in
developed countries. Likewise, the situations are similar in many of the most
populous developing countries, including China (9%), India (10%) and Brazil (8%).
Surveys indicate that most elderly people have high support needs for everyday
tasks and spend the highest proportion of their income on health care [7]. The
inability for the carers and elderly to communicate, for example, will create
unnecessary social distance between both parties. If the statistics from the United
Nations (UN) are of any indication, the projected numbers of elderly people
globally will grow from 630 million today to as many as 1.9 billion in 2050. This
will mean that mobility impairment has the potential to impose a disproportionate
emotional and financial burden on families and societies globally.
4
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Figure 1.3. The population trend of people aged 65 and over globally (20102050). (Source from United Nations Demographic Yearbook, 2010)

Figure 1.4. Population aged 65 and over in countries and regions, percentages
present the proportion of the population, aged 65 and over (Source from United
Nations Demographic Yearbook, 2010)
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1.1.4 The expenditure to cater for disability issues is high
A recent study, from New Zealand Disability Resource Centre (DRC),
identified the additional resources and associated costs for disabled people in New
Zealand. According to the statistics, the disabled with moderate and high needs
spend more money on physical and mental health, nearly NZ$ 1,400~4,700 for each
person per week (Table 1.1). For those with high needs, the costs associated with
disability increase substantially, both as the number of hours of support person time
increase and as support work is replaced by technology and equipment. These
enable greater autonomy. Support hours particularly for personal care support is one
of the most significant costs in the high needs budget.

Table 1.1 Total additional weekly costs by impairment type and degree of need
Impairment type

Moderate needs

High needs

Physical

NZ$ 639

NZ$ 2,284

Vision

NZ$ 353

NZ$ 719

Hearing

NZ$ 204

NZ$ 761

Intellectual

NZ$ 578

NZ$ 2,568

Mental Health

NZ$ 714

NZ$ 2,413

(Source from Disability Resource Centre (DRC), New Zealand, 2010)
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“…The average hourly rate for carers is between NZ$ 18-20, and it is NZ$ 2535 for nurses…there was one patient without funds from the government paying
nearly NZ$ 10 thousand per month for health care.”
-- An anonymous staff member from Rehab Plus, New Zealand

Therefore, for both the disabled individually and the government, the labour
cost consumes a large amount of their expenditure. Apart from this, many disabled
people also use high-tech devices in their daily lives. To some extent, these
applications resolve their mobility issues and make their lives easier. However, the
functions of the applications are limited. For instance, a speech recognizer is purely
a soft application, installed in computers or smart phones. It may solve the mobility
difficulties, but it cannot satisfy people with a lisp, which some elderly people have.

1.1.5 Advantages of using BCI systems for the people with mobility
impairment
Together with offering the people with mobility impairment opportunities to
restore their functions of communication and control, BCI systems could also
significantly save billions of dollars. This could be done in terms of social
expenditure, involving motor disorders, such as labour loss, payment to special
facilities and services for people with disabilities. Table 1.2 shows the total cases
and toll per year of motor disorders in USA, and much more around the world [8].
Recent studies indicate that severely paralyzed people, if they have good supportive
care and the capacity for basic communication, may yet enjoy a reasonable quality
of life [9, 10]. Indeed, such persons are usually affected by the “locked-in”
syndrome, without any muscle control. Therefore, an assistive device, independent
of muscle activities, appears as their only accessible option of communication and
control.
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Table 1.2 the toll of motor disorders in USA*
Condition

Total Cases

Costs Per Year

Stroke

4 million

$ 30 billion

Parkinson’s Disease

1.5 million

$ 15 billion

Multiple Sclerosis

350,000

$ 7 billion

Spinal Cord Injury

250,000

$ 10 billion

* Estimates provided by the National Institutes of Health and voluntary
organizations, 2011.

Recent developments in Brain Computer Interface (BCI) technology open a
window of opportunity that might allow this to come to fruition [11]. A BCI is a
communication and control system in which the human mind can be translated into
the external world without the help of normal output pathways of muscles and
nerves [11]. For example, a BCI user can turn on/off a light or change TV channels
by their imagination without any physical movement. Recent advances in brain and
BCI research reveal that BCI-based devices and technologies can play a significant
role in the future [12-33]. They are found in function restoring tools for supporting
people with disabilities. A typical example is to use BCI to control a prosthetic arm,
as shown in Figure 1.5. With a BCI, the control of the prosthetic arm would be as
natural as using their own arm [28, 29, 34, 35].
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Figure 1.5. A lady, who has quadriplegia, brings a chocolate bar to her mouth
using a prosthetic arm she is guiding with her thoughts (image from [36], Photo
credit: "UPMC").

1.1.6 Why electroencephalography (EEG) based BCIs are chosen for this
study
The above mentioned success in the prosthetic arm is based on an invasive
approach, depending on electrodes within the cortex (recording Local Field
Potentials, LFPs). It faces substantial problems in achieving and maintaining stable
long-term recordings. Additionally, implanting surgery entails significant clinical
risks, such as meningitis and cerebral edema. These issues are crucial obstacles that
prohibit invasive BCIs’ clinical applications in humans [30]. The same issues also
harass ElectroCorticoGraphy (ECoG)-based BCIs, which record brain electricity
9
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from the cortical surface [33, 37]. Benefiting from improved understanding of brain
function and rapid development of signal processing technologies in recent years,
non-invasive electroencephalography (EEG)-based BCI devices have been found to
have great potential for numerous tasks. To illustrate this point, they could be used
in helping those with severe neuromuscular disorders and assisting workers in
industrial tasks. Statistics show that EEG-based BCIs attract the most attention of
researchers in the realm of BCI, especially in recent years, as shown in Figure 1.6.
However, EEG signals are extremely weak and noisy. Thus, most previous EEGbased BCIs were just demonstrated in specialized laboratories and were rarely
operated in daily life.

Figure 1.6. Distribution of Bio-recording Technology in recent published BCIs

1.2 Research objectives and scope
The ultimate goal of this thesis is to develop a BCI-based communication and
control system that only uses human brain activities. This will be achieved by
developing an EEG-based hybrid BCI that is able to control limb prosthetics, to
10
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provide multi-dimensional movement control and to assist users in multi-mission
communication with the external world. Achieving these goals will move the state
of the art significantly closer to the ultimate goal; however, the actual creation of
full scale robotic exoskeleton/prosthetics is beyond the scope of this work. Thus the
objectives of the thesis were to:
(a) Develop a new signal processing algorithm that can effectively reduce the
artifacts in raw EEG signals, especially for the artifacts whose frequency
spectra overlap those of the signals.
(b) Create a new method that adopts the above mentioned signal processing
method and an existing classification method to form a new solution, which
can be executed in real-time with higher classification accuracy and fewer
recording channels.
(c) Verify the above proposed solutions and to develop an online asynchronous
analog SSVEP-based BCI that has a “brain switch”, taking lower limb
exoskeleton as a case study.
(d) Develop new training protocols for rehabilitation applications to improve the
efficiency of rehabilitation exercise and to release the workload of subjects
when operating a BCI system.
(e) Investigate and identify the impact of electrode positions as well as harmonic
frequency components in terms of Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and detection
accuracy in Steady State Visual Evoked Potential (SSVEP)-based BCIs.
(f) Develop a hybrid multifunctional BCI system that combines brain rhythms
(motor imagery) and SSVEP signals, using video gaming as a case study.
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1.3 Thesis outline and contributions
This thesis presents substantial advances towards the development of an EEGbased hybrid BCI for communication and control. In the next chapter the state of
the art is reviewed with specific regard to a brief introduction of BCIs including
their brief history, the advantages of EEG in developing a BCI system, and a
general structure of EEG-based BCIs. Several issues are identified, notably the
comparison of typical EEG-based BCIs, including the systems based on SSVEP,
Slow Cortical Potentials (SCPs), P300 Potentials, and Sensorimotor Rhythms (SMR,
used as the synonym of brain rhythms); ways to improve the SNR by reducing
irrelevant artifacts; solutions to enhance the classification/detection accuracy by
distinguishing a desired target from a target set; strategies to improve detection
accuracy; current limitations that prevent BCI from daily use; and the future trends
of developing EEG-based BCIs.
Chapter Three presents an Adjacent Narrow Band Filter (ANBF)-based method
for signal processing in SSVEP-based BCIs. The proposed method was analytically
verified, experimentally validated, equivalently compared to a widely used method
– Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA), and shown to be fast, accurate, and robust
when using few recording electrodes.
Chapter Four describes an experimental study on applying the ANBF algorithm
in a SSVEP-based BCI for lower limb rehabilitation exercise. Three new and
different training protocols were also developed specifically for rehabilitation
exercise and tested with the proposed ANBF method. To investigate the
relationship between detection accuracy and detection latency, an adjustable filter
span in the ANBF method was adopted with an adjustable threshold of SSVEP
amplitudes. This chapter finishes with a discussion on different solutions to further
improve the detection accuracy and the level of comfort by users in future.
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Chapter Five investigates the impact of electrode positions and harmonic
frequency components in SSVEP-based BCIs. A 4-class SSVEP-based BCI with
eight recording channels was developed and tested with six healthy participants.
The SNRs of all eight electrodes in the monopolar derivation mode were calculated
and compared with each other. In addition, this was done to the ones from two
recording sites in the bipolar derivation mode. Additionally, the best detection
accuracy in the monopolar derivation mode, using only the fundamental frequency
and all three harmonics, was also compared with the one in the bipolar derivation
mode respectively. The experiment results in this chapter also underpinned the
possibility to develop an accurate SSVEP-based BCI with few electrodes for daily
use.
Chapter Six presents a proposal of a hybrid EEG-based BCI for gaming
applications by combining brain rhythms and SSVEPs. This hybrid BCI
demonstrated that SSVEP was compatible well with motor imagery and this
combination was able to significantly reduce users’ fatigue and to improve the
efficacy during BCI-base rehabilitation exercise. EEG signals were collected from
seven active electrodes and processed by using ANBF and Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) concurrently. This chapter showcases the first example of a hybrid EEGbased BCI used to control actions of game characters in a video game, which offers
BCI users more dimensions of control and brings them greater immersion into a
game.
Chapter Seven presents a discussion of where future research should be focused
and the concluding remarks that tie the thesis together, followed by Appendices
attaching supporting materials in the thesis.
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1.4 Ethical issues
This research has few ethical issues. The only possible issue is that incidental
findings could be revealed in specific EEG patterns used in the case studies. The
system is for experimental purposes only, not for clinical purposes. None of the
incidental findings were discussed with the participants, if they arose. This has been
taken care of in the confidentially agreement, stating that no material or information
would personally identify the participants in any reports and also that the study
adopted a system of coded information when data are used and stored. Data were
also kept secured within the university premises, with limited access given only to
the researchers. This research also secured informed consent from participants
before proceeding to collect data. The scope of the research does not seek financial,
psychological or other confidential information about participants; thereby
participants are not faced with any negative effects on their health or careers. The
ethics application for the research was approved by The University of Auckland
human participants ethics committee on April 20th, 2011 for 3 years (from April 20th,
2011 to April 20th, 2014) with reference number 2011 / 076. The evaluation of
EEG-based BCIs in a clinical environment was also approved by The University of
Auckland human participants ethics committee on July 26th, 2013 for 3 years (from
July 26th, 2013 to July 26th, 2016) with reference number 9724.
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State of the art: EEG-based Brain Computer
Interface and its challenges

Recent developments in Brain Computer Interface (BCI) technology potentially
open the door to a direct communication and control pathway between human and
external electrical devices, without involving normal pathways of body muscles.
Over the past 25 years, especially in the last 15, many productive BCI research
programmes have arisen. They have benefited from a greater understanding of brain
function, powerful low-cost computers, and growing attention to the needs of the
disabled.
BCI research concentrates on developing new augmentative communication and
control technologies for those with severe neuromuscular disorders, such as strokes,
spinal cord injuries, and Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS). There is also great
potential in creating augmentative devices for healthy people, in order to control
exoskeletons, video games, enhance memory and so on.
Present-day BCIs mostly decode the intent of the user from the brain’s electrical
activity as recorded from the scalp (Electroencephalography, EEG). There are many
different signals that can be detected, including Visual Evoked Potentials (VEPs),
P300, Slow Cortical Potentials (SCPs), and cortical rhythms (such as mu and beta
rhythms). The EEG signal is very noisy and difficult to process, but many advances
have been made to translate it into commands to operate a computer or other
devices.
15
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Previous EEG-based BCIs however were mostly demonstrated in specialized
laboratories and were too vulnerable to be operated in daily life. Thus, this chapter
explores these limitations, presents a critical review of the field of EEG-based BCIs
as applied to communication and control, and sets the stage for the rest of the thesis.

2.1 Introduction
Although the prospect of capturing signals from the brain has captivated the
interest of both scientists and the public, it is only in the last 15 ~ 20 years that the
field of BCI has truly emerged [38]. Indeed research into the human brain is
flourishing worldwide. The United States named the 1990s the “Ten Years of the
Brain", and Japan named the 21st century the "Century of the Human Brain".
An increased understanding of the function of the brain, an appreciation of its
incredible adaptability, access to powerful inexpensive computer hardware, and
intelligent software, allows us to decode brain activity in real time.

“A BCI is a system that measures Central Nervous System (CNS) activity and
converts it into artificial output that replaces, restores, enhances, supplements, or
improves natural CNS output and thereby changes the ongoing interactions
between the CNS and its external or internal environment" [38].
—— Jonathan Wolpaw
As far as we currently understand, the only natural way the brain can interact
with the rest of the body and the world is via hormonal and muscular outputs; a BCI
provides a third electronic output. Recent developments hint at the significant
future role BCIs could play as the control system for devices that can restore
function to the disabled, or augment the healthy. To create effective and
16
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commercially viable BCI devices, engineers must combine knowledge from the
fields of neuroscience, biocompatibility, signal processing, robotics, behavioural
science, artificial intelligence and more.

2.1.1 Applications of BCIs
BCIs have a wide range of possible practical applications, from very simple
binary controls to extremely complex systems that emulate existing systems in the
body.
Simple BCI applications have already been demonstrated in the laboratory.
They include systems for answering yes/no questions, controlling lights and
televisions, modifying the temperature level of air conditioning, moving a cursor on
a computer screen up and down, typing messages into a computer, controlling
electric wheelchairs, or opening and closing a hand/leg prosthetic [39-47].
These devices can provide significant benefits to people who are totally
paralysed

(or

“locked-in”) and

thus

cannot use

conventional

assistive

communication devices. Although still needing care, they can increase their
independence by improving their overall quality of life and reducing healthcare
costs. Indeed, several recent studies indicate that severely paralysed people, if they
have good supportive care and the capacity for basic communication, may enjoy a
reasonable quality of life [9, 48, 49] .
Simple BCIs could also supplement existing assistive devices by allowing finer
control where needed, or an extra channel of control so more things can be done
simultaneously. For example, people could use a hand to control a wheelchair while
using a BCI for typing into a speech synthesiser.
More complex BCI applications might support control of a high resolution
cursor or a prosthesis that enables the multi-dimensional movements of a paralysed
or amputated limb. While most present efforts are focused on invasive implants to
17
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support such applications, non-invasive BCIs also appear to offer the possibility of
such control. Even if implanted devices that interface directly with the brain are
likely to be the future of BCIs, they are a distant reality for the disabled, and even
further away from being worth the risk for the able-bodied. Actually getting BCI
devices into widespread use will require overcoming a great many obstacles. The
level of uptake will depend on their capabilities, reliability, user and physician’s
acceptance, and on whether they provide clear advantages over conventional
methodologies.
Fortunately, many funding agencies across the world have rapidly growing
interest in BCI research. These include grants from the US National Institutes of
Health for rehabilitation, private foundations and, of course the military. A grant
from the US Department of Defence's Defence Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) covers research into sensory substitution for orientation and
guidance of troops, control of machines by thought, and prosthetics and
rehabilitation for wounded soldiers. BCI technology proves that it will not only
benefit the disabled people but also the healthy, in so doing significantly changing
our lifestyles and bringing about a new worldwide technology revolution.
Although BCI research has developed quickly and achieved much in a few
decades, it is only a baby step on a long march. Since the BCI research field is still
undeveloped, there are many opportunities for us to make contributions that will
one day improve the lives of us all.

2.1.2 Available technologies for BCIs
According to the recording sites, there are three categories of BCI: invasive,
less invasive and non-invasive. The first option (invasive), as shown in Figure
2.1(a), is to implant micro-chips or micro-wires into subjects’ cortex for recording
neuron activities within the brain (Local Field Potentials (LFPs)) [31, 50-52]. These
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invasive methods have higher spatial and temporal resolution and might provide
control signals with many degrees of freedom. The recording electrodes within the
cortex however face substantial problems in achieving and maintaining stable longterm recordings. The small, high-impedance recording sites make penetrating
electrodes susceptible to signal degradation due to encapsulation [30]. In addition,
small displacements of the tiny penetrating electrodes can move the recording sites
away from the cortical layers, containing the large easily recorded neurons, such as
pyramidal neurons in layer 5 of the motor cortex. At the same time, implanting
operation entails significant clinical risks, such as meningitis and cerebral edema.
These issues, long-term recording stability and surgical risks, are crucial obstacles
that currently prohibit LFP’s clinical use in humans.
The second option (less invasive) is to use ElectroCorticoGraphic (ECoG)
activity recorded from the cortical surface, as shown in Figure 2.1(b). This is a less
invasive and practical alternative to LFPs. Although the recording sites are near the
active neurons and affected little by the external environment, ECoG is still an
indirect recording method and the signal quality is degraded due to the brain tissues.
As a result, ECoG has a relatively lower spatial resolution and narrower bandwidth
than the first option. As ECoG is recorded by subdural electrode arrays and thus
does not require electrodes that penetrate into the cortex, it has a greater long-term
stability and would be a safer alternative to LFPs [37, 53]. However, less invasive
does not mean there is no clinical risk at all. These issues, infection of surgery and
physical harm to ECoG-based BCI users, are primary barriers for the popularity of
the second option.
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Figure 2.1. Recording sites for electrophysiological signals used in electrical based
BCI systems. (a) Invasive: Action potentials from single neurons or Local Field Potentials
(LFPs) are recorded by electrode arrays inserted into the cortex or other brain areas. (b)
Less invasive: ElectroCorticoGraphy (ECoG) is recorded by electrodes on the cortical
surface. (c) Non-invasive: Electroencephalography (EEG), for instance, is recorded by
electrodes on the scalp.

The final option (non-invasive) is to employ a non-invasive communication and
control pathway for conveying messages and commands to the external
environment, as shown in Figure 2.1(c). There are many kinds of non-invasive
methods to measure brain activities that can be used in a BCI. These include EEG
[54], electromyography (EMG) [55], magnetoencephalography (MEG) [56, 57],
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) [58], functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (fMRI) [56], and optical (infrared) imaging (IR) [59]. Although these noninvasive methods are vulnerable to noises and have low spatial or temporal
resolution, they are free from clinical risks and get more acceptance from potential
users.
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2.2 Advantages of electroencephalography in a BCI for daily
use
To non-invasively measure brain activity for use in a BCI there are essentially
three signals that can currently be detected. These are changes in blood flow as
more active areas use up oxygen and require more blood, and changes in the
electric and magnetic fields produced by the firing of large numbers of neurons.
Measuring changes in blood flow has limited use in BCIs for two reasons.
Firstly, it generally requires large immobile equipment such as Positron Emission
Tomography (PET), or Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) machines. An
exception is functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS). It detects changes in
blood flow on the surface of the brain by shining light through the scalp and
detecting changes in the amount reflected. Secondly, these methods have excellent
spatial resolution, but have poor temporal resolution. The response in blood flow
lags the activity by one or two seconds, and takes a few seconds longer to peak and
then return to normal. This limits the reaction time, as well as the total information
transfer rate. Measuring the magnetic fields produced by the brain currently
requires a magnetoencephalograph (MEG), which is very large, and requires a
magnetically shielded room. This leaves opportunities to the electrical fields
generated by the brain.
There are three scales of electric fields that are usually discussed in the context
of BCI research. Micro-scale fields are recorded inside brain tissue and reflect
activity in a volume of neurons around an implanted electrode of 10

to 1

.

Meso-scale fields are usually recorded from the surface of the brain (called an
electrocorticography, ECoG), and record tissue volumes of 1~20

.

[38].

Macro-scale fields are obtained from the scalp, called an electroencepholagraphy
(EEG), and record volumes of 10 to 10

range, containing 100 million to a

billion neurons [38].
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EEG non-invasively detects the electrical fields generated by the brain by
measuring the voltages on the scalp, where the electrodes are placed. All EEG
recordings involve at least three electrodes - a ground electrode for the amplifier
and at least two recording electrodes. This is because there can be no unchanging
reference electrode due to the fact the potentials on the scalp constantly fluctuate (It
is worth noting this reference electrode problem can be a significant issue in EEG
research). Unlike other devices for recording brain activity (excluding fNIRS),
portable EEG devices are available. As the voltages measured are extremely small
(μV to nV range), interference can be a significant issue. However, with proper
design they can operate in many different environments. Although EEG is not the
ideal choice for creating a BCI system (future invasive systems in direct contact
with the brain may take that position), it is the only currently available system
which can operate in the real world. The performance comparison of non-invasive
BCIs is summarized in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 the performance comparison between Non-invasive BCIs
Cost

Time

Space

constant

resolution

Portable

Movement

Noise

dependent

level

MEG

expensive

short

high

NO

NO

loud

PET

expensive

long

high

NO

NO

low

fMRI

expensive

long

high

NO

NO

low

fNIRS expensive

long

medium

Yes

NO

low

EMG

low

medium

low

Yes

Yes

medium

EEG

low

short

low

Yes

NO

loud

Currently, state-of-the-art EEG motor-imaging based BCIs have maximum
Information Transfer Rates (ITR) of up to 8 bits/min [60], for Steady State Visual
Evoked Potentials (SSVEP)-based BCIs 10 ~ 50 bits/min [61]. Compared to the
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SSVEP-based BCIs, the motor-imaging based ones employ spontaneous brain
activity as input signals and do not depend on external stimuli. Their accuracy for
one dimensional movement can be as high as 90% [62], moving to two dimensions
however causes a reduction to 63% ~ 73% [60]. The current limits on ITR and
accuracy are predominately due to the unreliability of signal extraction from the
EEG and classification of the signal once it has been extracted.

2.3 Components and signal acquisition of EEG-based BCIs
Similar to most communication or control systems, a BCI consists of input,
signal processing, output and feedback. Figure 2.2 shows the elements and principal
workflow of a general EEG-based BCI. Electrical signals deriving from the brain
are collected by electrodes on the scalp followed by amplifying and digitizing.
Once these things have been done, we get the raw EEG signals, which are then
processed to extract specific signal features (e.g. amplitudes of evoked potentials or
sensorimotor cortex rhythms). These signal features reflect the subject’s intent and
are translated into commands that operate a device (e.g. a word processing program,
a neuroprosthesis, or a wheelchair). Success depends on the interaction of two
adaptive controllers, the user and system [11]. Subjects must modify their brain
activities to maintain good correlation between their intent and the signal features
used by the BCI. At the same time, the BCI must extract and classify the EEG
signal features and must translate those features to device commands correctly.
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Figure 2.2. Basic framework and operation flow of a general EEG-based Brain
Computer Interface (BCI) system. Signals deriving from the user’s brain flow
sequentially through the module of input, signal processing and output, then are
used to control the target devices. Feedback (in the forms of auditory or vision)
helps users to modify their brain activities, so as to operate the devices properly.

The input of an EEG-based BCI is the EEG signal recorded from the scalp,
which is followed by amplifying and digitizing to acquire the raw EEG signals.
According to the number of recording electrodes, BCIs can be categorized into 16channel, 32-channel, 64-channel, 128-channel and 256-channel systems. With the
increase of the quantity of electrodes applied for recording, higher density EEG
signals can be recorded, and a higher spatial resolution achieved. However, large
computation, with a lengthy processing time, will degrade the practicality of BCIs.
A practical BCI, which is used to control and communicate in daily life, should
process the signal flow and send out control commands as soon as possible. Too
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long a delay will make users wait and feel depressed or even cause serious
accidents in applications that require real time control (e.g., control of a wheelchair).
Thus, there should be a compromised solution between the spatial resolution and
quantity of recording channels.
The most widely used method to describe the location of the scalp electrodes,
during clinical trials or BCI research, is the International 10-20 System of Electrode
Placement. This approach was first proposed by the International Federation and
was based on the relationship between the location of an electrode and the
underlying area of cerebral cortex (the "10" and "20" refer to the 10% or 20% interelectrode distance) [63], as shown in Figure 2.3. At the same time, some other
electrodes placement strategies are also employed for some specific aims, notably
higher spatial resolution or dense EEG recording [64-66].
Electrodes collect potentials from scalp at the microvolt level, and carry them
into amplifiers that magnify the signals nearly ten thousand times. The signal
quality of such recording depends significantly on the position of the electrodes and
the electrodes contact. For this reason, in the past, the subject’s hair should be clean
and dry, and each site should be prepared using a mild abrasive gel on a cotton tip
applicator. The size of the area prepared should be just a little larger than the size of
the electrode’s cup to prevent signal diffusion. In addition, the electrodes should be
made of high conductive materials such as gold or silver chloride, and a conductive
gel between the subject and the electrodes is necessary to maintain an acceptable
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). Fortunately, with modern high input-impedance
amplifiers and high performance digital filters, high-quality EEG can be recorded
using dry electrodes, without causing the subjects any skin abrasions or
discomforting them by using a conductive gel [67].
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Figure 2.3. The 10-20 System of Electrode Placement. Each site has a letter (to
identify the lobe) and a number or another letter to identify the hemisphere location.
The letters F, T, C, P, and O stand for Frontal, Temporal, Central, Parietal and
Occipital. (Note that there is no "central lobe", but this is just used for identification
purposes.) Even numbers (2, 4, 6, and 8) refer to the right hemisphere and odd
numbers (1, 3, 5, and 7) refer to the left hemisphere. The z refers to an electrode
placed on the midline. Nasion: point between the forehead and nose. Inion: Bump at
back of skull.

2.4 Why steady state visual evoked potentials
The signal sources of BCIs can be categorised by whether they use evoked or
spontaneous inputs. Evoked inputs are those caused by external triggers, for
example Visual Evoked Potentials (VEP) are produced in the visual cortex by
flashing lights, and P300 signals appear about 300 milliseconds after presence of
‘novel’ stimulus. Spontaneous inputs are those produced as part of the normal
functioning of the brain. These, therefore, must include signals from every part of
the brain for all its functions, whether they are detectable or able to be interpreted is
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another issue. Rhythms in the EEG around the sensorimotor cortex are commonly
used as they are associated with actual or imagined movement.

2.4.1 Other common EEG BCI methods

2.4.1.1 Slow cortical potentials
Slow Cortical Potentials (SCP), and neural oscillations (alpha, beta, mu, and
gamma rhythms) are what are commonly referred to as brain-waves. These rhythms
involve the synchronisation of the firing of large numbers of neurons, and are
associated with changes in state of consciousness such as attention and sleep. In
normal brain function, negative SCPs reflect preparatory depolarisation of the
underlying cortical network, while positive SCPs are usually interpreted as a sign of
cortical disfacilitation or inhibition.
Figure 2.4 (a) illustrates a SCP signal, which lasts from 300 ms to several
seconds, as used by a BCI. With appropriate training, users can learn to control
SCPs to move a cursor to a target at the bottom (more positive SCP) or top (more
negative SCP) of a computer screen [10, 39]. They can use this control to perform
basic word-processing and other simple tasks such as browsing the Internet. Most
importantly, people who are severely disabled and are otherwise unable to
communicate, are capable of achieving SCP control and using it for communication.
Detecting and classifying these signals is comparatively easy as they are strong
and consistent. However, generating these signals generally requires concentration
from the user, the degrees of freedom is limited to the number of rhythms the user
can be trained to control, and the response is often slow.
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(_a_)

(_b_)

(_c_)

Figure 2.4 Three kinds of signal sources in EEG-based BCIs (Modified from
[10]): (a) Slow Cortical Potentials (SCPs) [10, 39], (b) P300 evoked potential [68,
69], (c) the frequency pattern of Sensori-Motor Rhythms (SMR) [45, 70].
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2.4.1.2 P300 potentials
A P300 evoked potential is a positive potential generated about 300 ms after a
novel / unusual / different signal is flashed on a screen. An example of a P300 VEP
is shown in Figure 2.4 (b) [68, 69]. Typically, a matrix of possible selections
(letters or symbols) is shown on a screen. Scalp EEG is then recorded over the
Centro parietal cortex while these selections flash in rapid succession. Only the
flashing of the letter or symbol, which the user wants to select, produces a P300
potential because this signal is unusual when compared to the other symbols. By
detecting this P300 potential, the BCI system can determine the user’s choice. This
BCI method can support a simple word processing program, enabling users to write
words at a rate of a few letters per minute. Improvements in signal analysis may
substantially increase the capabilities of a P300 word processor. However, the
effects of long-term usage of a P300-based BCI are unknown. Its reliability may
improve with practice, or the brain may habituate to the stimulation and produce
less of a signal.

2.4.1.3 Sensorimotor rhythms
Sensorimotor rhythms (SMR) are 8 ~ 12 Hz (Mu waves) and 18 ~ 26 Hz (Beta
waves) oscillations in the EEG recorded over the sensorimotor cortices. The
sensorimotor cortices are an area of the cerebral cortex (the outermost layer of the
brain, or grey matter) which is involved in the processing of sensory information,
planning, control, and execution of voluntary movements.
Changes in Mu or Beta rhythm amplitudes are associated with movement,
sensation, and motor imagery (imagined movement such as thinking about
performing a golf swing). Several research groups have shown that people can learn
to control Mu or Beta rhythm amplitudes in the absence of movement or sensation
[44, 71-73] , as can be seen in Figure 2.4 (c) where a BCI based on SMR is
illustrated. Like the P300 and SCP-based BCIs, SMR BCIs can support basic word
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processing or other simple functions. Trained users can also achieve multidimensional control of a robotic arm or wheelchair [45].

2.4.2 Steady State Visual Evoked Potentials (SSVEPs)
An EEG Evoked Potential (EP) is a distinctive EEG signal, produced a
consistent time after a specific sensory stimulus or event. Visual evoked potentials
(VEPs) are therefore those signals which are evoked by a visual stimulus. Examples
of this are a flash of light, change in colour, or appearance of an image. The most
prominent signals are the N70 and P100 [74], so named because they are generated
in the primary visual cortex approximately 70 and 100 ms after the visual stimulus.
Steady State VEPs (SSVEPs) are the stable oscillations generated when the
visual stimulus is applied rapidly and repetitively by a strobe light, flickering LEDs
(Light-Emitting Diodes), for example, or reversing checker board pattern on a
monitor. Frequency analysis shows peaks at the stimulation frequency as well as
higher harmonics [38].
To create a BCI, the user is usually presented with several stimuli flickering
rapidly at different frequencies. By selecting an option, users focus their gaze on the
stimulus that represents the desired option. The resulting EEG signal is then time
averaged to reduce noise and non-CNS artifacts, and the strongest signal, matching
a stimulus frequency, is used as the output. This is the standard and easiest method
to implement a SSVEP BCI, but there are alternatives such as flashing each
stimulus one-by-one, or flashing in a pseudo-random pattern [75] (although these
are not strictly SSVEPs as they do not generate steady state outputs [38]).
These SSVEP systems can be used to control a variety of devices, with 64 or
more simultaneous stimuli to control a complex menu [76], four stimuli to control
the movement of a computer avatar in 2D (Two Dimensional) [77-79], assist a
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disabled user to participate in an active rehabilitation exercise [13], or play a video
game [15].
Although this could be interpreted as simply functioning as an eye tracking
system, it has become clear that SSVEPs are not entirely dependent on what the eye
is pointing at. Indeed, even without users directly pointing their eyes at the stimulus,
a SSVEP-based BCI can function based on what the user is focusing on, or
attending to, on a conscious level [80, 81]. There are also advantages over eye
tracking methods, in which the constant rapid eye movements that occur even when
a user has their gaze fixed do not influence the SSVEPs. Multiple stimuli can also
be closely spaced in the visual field [38].

2.5 Improving the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)
EEG based BCIs use the electrical signals generated by the user's brain activity
to determine their intent. The key determinant of a signal features value is its
correlation with the user's intent. Therefore, it should be detectable, controllable
(voluntarily by the user), and repeatable (signals caused by the same intent should
have the same or similar features).
The ability of a BCI to detect these features, similar to that of other
communication systems, depends on the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). In order to
achieve higher performance, the user can consciously try to improve the quality of
the feature generated, and the system can try to remove as much noise as possible.

2.5.1 Electrodes
To increase the SNR of EEG-based BCIs, selecting the right electrodes is very
important, especially with older EEG systems which require low impedances of less
than 10 kΩ. To achieve impedances this low, the scalp must usually be abraded and
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a conductive gel or paste used between the scalp and electrode. More modern EEG
systems can tolerate impedances of 30 ~ 50 kΩ without degrading performance,
while the main negative effect is higher amplitude power-line artifacts. This means
that sponge-saline electrodes can be used instead of conductive gel, the former have
the advantage of being faster and less messy to apply but being limited in recording
time as they dry out. Due to these problems a great deal of work is being done to
create dry electrodes which could be applied much more easily, be more robust in
day-to-day use, and work all day. This represents a huge advantage for BCI systems.
However, the technology is not fully developed yet [38].

2.5.2 Removing non-Central Nervous System (CNS) artifacts
EEG artifacts are noise from any source not originating in the brain and spinal
cord (the Central Nervous System, CNS). Since artifacts are generally several
orders of magnitude larger than actual EEG signals, one of the main problems in
EEG analysis is the detection and removal of them, so the classifying algorithms
can function correctly. There are five main sources of such artifacts: EEG
equipment (e.g., amplifier drift, moving cables), changes in skin resistance (e.g.,
sweating, variation in electrode pressure), displacement of the electrodes relative to
the brain, external electromagnetic fields (e.g., power-line noise), and largest of all muscle activities (eye blinks, eye movements, facial or limb movements, and the
beating of the heart) [82, 83].
Previous studies have shown that the most severe of the artifacts are due to
muscle movements (electromyography, EMG) and eye movements and blinks
(electrooculography, EOG) [84, 85]. At the frontal, temporal, and occipital
locations on the scalp, the magnitude of EMG or EOG signals can be greater than
EEG, even in characteristic EEG frequency bands [82, 86].
Although muscle movements may be useful for certain communication or
control systems [87-89], in EEG-based BCI research they can mislead investigators
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by mimicking actual EEG-based control (to illustrate this point, a user might
inadvertently control BCI output by raising their eyebrows or blinking).
Alternatively, they may impede measurement of the EEG features used for control.
Thus, in most cases muscle movements are simply noises that must be detected and
reduced as much as possible. For example, frontalis muscle EMG can dominate the
Beta-or Mu-rhythm frequency range at the front of the scalp, and eye-blinks can
affect the Theta- or even Mu-rhythm range at frontal or central locations [90].

2.5.2.1 Artifact removal methods
The simplest method for removing eye blink artifacts is simply removing the
peaks if the energy of the signals surpasses an established blink threshold. Although
it is simple, the results are satisfactory enough to consider it as an option for a realtime BCI. Nevertheless, this method rejects some non-corrupted data in other scalp
channels, as well as in the frontal channels (where the blink artefact is strongest).
Another technique is training an artificial neural network to recognise artifacts
in EEG signals. In one study [91], the input to the neural network was not a raw
sampled signal, but different coefficients computed for a one-second window of the
signal, which expressed some characteristic properties of artifacts. Forty one
coefficients were designed. Some of them were designed by the authors and were
based on their knowledge of artifact recognition, and a total of 14 were generated
by sensitivity and correlation testing. A large training set, including coefficients for
over 27,000 windows, was used, containing many different kinds of blinking
artifacts, pathological, proper waves, and EMG artifacts from other sources.
Afterwards, several classification algorithms were compared, and the lowest
classification error (1.4%) was obtained by a back propagation network. The
classification time of the test set (6,227 windows) is 2 seconds.
Gupta and colleagues used a fixed band-pass FIR (Finite Impulse Response)
filter and a specific artifact threshold to find and remove artifacts in EEG signals
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[92], as shown in Figure 2.5. This method has the advantage of working even under
baseline drift conditions, and also is easy enough computationally to be
implemented in a real-time system. However, it will fail if the blink rate is
unnaturally high, and the training session for each individual is quite long (30 sec,
or 6 eye blinks on average).

Figure 2.5 Block diagram of Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter for artifacts
removing in BCI. (a.) the raw EEG samples obtained from analog-to-digital
converter pass through a digital Band-Pass Filter (BPF) to remove slow baseline
drift; (b.) the artifact threshold (Vt) for specific subject is determined in brief
training session; (c.) the absolute sample value is compared with Vt. (d.) if the
value is exceeded then N samples will be removed from the vicinity of zero
crossing (N/2 on either side of threshold crossing). (e.) the following N samples are
shifted to fill up the gap created by blink removal. These gaps will, otherwise,
grossly distort the spectrum.
Finally, Jung and colleagues [85] have developed some new methods to remove
various artifacts using Independent Component Analysis (ICA). This assumes that
EEG signals are linear mixture of several stationary, independent, source signals.
This can then be decomposed into several independent signals by using a separating
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matrix. This means the artifacts can be removed. without losing any recorded scalp
channels. Unfortunately, the assumption of temporal independence cannot be
satisfied when the training data set is too small and it requires more computation,
making it more difficult to use in real time.

2.5.3 Statistical methods
After removing as many artifacts as possible, the EEG signal can then be
processed to improve the resolution of the resulting data, or to isolate particular
signals of interest. To choose the best method to maximise the SNR, a way to
compare alternative methods is essential. A statistical measure useful in such
comparisons is

, which is a measure of how well the desired outcomes are

predicted by a model. However, in trying to make a true brain computer interface, it
is essential to be sure that such a high

is not being achieved by non-CNS

artifacts, such as EMG or EOG. Finally, a method with a high

in offline testing

may not perform as well in an on-line experiment.

2.5.3.1 Signal averaging
There are many different methods of improving the SNR, but the easiest and
most relevant to SSVEP BCI (also P300 or other VEPs) is signal averaging. This is
because the amplitudes of the evoked signals are often much smaller than the
background EEG, so they cannot be recognised from raw EEG data. This approach
assumes that noise is random white noise and the signals are correlative, thus
averaging with a specific period will significantly reduce the noise and enhance
correlative signals.
The random spontaneous EEG components will be averaged out, leaving the
time-locked evoked potential. Lacking a powerful computer, Vidal [93] used this
method to extract features from noisy EEG data for a basic BCI, and signal
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averaging was demonstrated to be a simple while effective method for real-time
feature extraction.
For evoked potentials such as P300 and SSVEP, recordings of the EEG timelocked to repeated applications of the stimuli can be averaged. The amplitudes of
the P300 signals are often much smaller than the accompanying noises, so they
cannot be recognised in raw EEG data. However, by using signal averaging, the
random spontaneous EEG components cancel each other out, leaving merely the
time-locked P300 components. The remaining P300 thus reflects the patterns of
neuronal activity evoked by a stimulus.
This slows down the BCI response, but the loss in communication rate can be
minimised by overlapping the trials [69]. Unfortunately, non-periodic signals (like
the SCP and sensorimotor rhythms) cannot be enhanced by an averaging algorithm.

2.5.3.2 Neural firing rates modeling
For invasive BCIs with the purpose of predicting arm trajectories, a frequentlyused feature extraction method is neural firing rates modelling. Several methods
such as linear filtering and neural networks have been used to determine arm
movement trajectories from neural firing rates. Several of the algorithms used are
based on the position of the moving limb. In the primary motor cortex at least, this
parameter is more poorly represented than the velocity during movement. With
most algorithms, different sources of variability need to be specified explicitly
because some sort of optimal function is being modelled to the cell response [28,
94]. One limitation of linear filter methods is that they rely on a priori model of
movement-related neuronal responses. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) solutions
can optimise each cell’s contribution to the population prediction.
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2.5.3.3 Time Frequency Representation (TFR)
A signal, as a function of time, may be considered as a representation
containing temporal information. The magnitude of the Fourier Transform (FT) of
the signal may be considered as a representation with spectral information but with
no temporal information. Frequency-based features are widely used because of their
ease of application, computational speed, and direct interpretation of the results.
Specifically, about one-third of BCI designs use power-spectral features.
Due to the non-stationary nature of the EEG signals, these features do not
provide

any

time

domain

information.

Thus,

mixed

Time-Frequency

Representations (TFRs) that map a one-dimensional signal into a two-dimensional
function of time and frequency are used to analyse the time-varying spectral content
of the signals. It has been shown that TFR methods may yield performance
improvements compared to the traditional FT-based methods [95, 96].
Most of the BCI designs that employ TFR methods use a wavelet-based feature
extraction algorithm. The choice of the particular wavelet used is a crucial factor in
gaining useful information from the analysis. Prior knowledge of the physiological
activity in the brain can be useful in determining the appropriate wavelet function.
Correlative TFR (CTFR) is another time-frequency representation method
which can not only provide the spectral information, but also provide information
about the time-frequency interactions between the components of the input signal.
Thus, with the CTFR the EEG data samples are not independently analysed (such
as for a Fourier transform), but their relationship is also taken into account.
Nevertheless, the CTFR is relatively sensitive to noise. Consequently, the most
important values of the CTFR in terms of classification must be selected [97].
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2.5.3.4 Parametric modeling
Parametric approaches assume the time series under analysis to be the output of
a given linear mathematical model. They require a prior choice of the structure and
order of the signal generation mechanism model. The optimum model order is best
determined not only by maximizing the fitness but also by limiting the model's
complexity. For noisy signals, if the model's order is too high, spurious peaks in the
spectra will result. On the other hand, if the order is too low, smooth spectra are
obtained [98, 99].
For such modelling, there is no need for a priori information about potential
frequency bands, and there is no need to window the data in order to decrease the
spectral leakage. Also, the frequency resolution does not depend on the number of
data points [99, 100]. Estimating the model parameters however is very sensitive to
artifacts [100]. Also, parametric modelling may yield poor estimates if the length of
the EEG segments is too short [101].
Special attention should be paid to the choice of the sampling rate in parametric
modelling, since severely oversampled signals tend to show only very small
amplitude differences between successive samples. Hence, low-order models
produce small prediction errors, giving the false illusion that an adequate model has
been obtained. The sampling rates dictated by the Nyquist criterion are
recommended.

2.5.3.5 Dimensionality reduction
Dimensionality reduction algorithms can be used to find the most informative
features and can therefore reduce the complexity of the classification problem. The
experiments of [102, 103] demonstrate that when dimensionality reduction is used
the classification accuracy is improved. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and
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Genetic Algorithms (GA) are the most frequently used dimensionality reduction
methods in BCIs.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) retains lower-order principal components
and ignores higher-order ones. Such low-order components often contain the most
important aspects of the data. PCA only finds linear subspaces; it also works best if
the individual components have Gaussian distributions, and is not optimised for
class separability.
Genetic Algorithms (GA) can also be used for dimensionality reduction. They
are heuristic techniques in which a constant-sized population of individuals,
representing samples of the space to be searched, is maintained. Each individual is
evaluated on the basis of their overall fitness with respect to the given application.
New individuals (samples of the search space) are produced by selecting
individuals with high fitness to produce offspring which retain many of the features
of their parents. This eventually leads to a population that has improved fitness with
respect to the given goal.
Genetic Algorithms have demonstrated substantial improvement over a variety
of random and local search methods [104]. Since GA is basically a domainindependent search technique, it is ideal for applications where domain knowledge
and theory is difficult or impossible to provide. An important step in developing a
GA-based search is defining a suitable fitness function. An ideal fitness function
correlates closely with the algorithm's goal, and yet may be computed quickly.
Definition of the fitness function is not straightforward in many cases and is usually
performed iteratively if the fittest solution produced by a GA is not the desired one.
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2.6 Signal translation / classification algorithm
In order to produce a useful output the BCI system must convert signal features
in the EEG into device control commands. These commands may be discrete (e.g.,
icon selection) or continuous (e.g., cursor movements, control of a prosthetic). They
should also be decoupled from each other (orthogonal), for example, vertical cursor
movement and horizontal cursor movement should not depend on each other.
The success of a translation algorithm is determined by the appropriateness of
its selection of signal features and by how effectively it translates this into device
commands. As the ultimate function of almost all of the various translation
algorithms is to classify signal features into various categories, they can be called
classifiers.

2.6.1 Linear classifiers
Linear classifiers are generally more robust than nonlinear ones due to the fact
linear classifiers have fewer parameters to tune, and are thus less prone to overfitting [105]. The most commonly used techniques are Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) [95], and threshold detection [106]. Strong noise and outliers can
cause even linear systems to fail. One way of overcoming this problem is to use
regularisation. Regularisation helps limit (a) the influence of outliers and strong
noise, (b) the complexity of the classifier and (c) the raggedness of the decision
surface [105].

2.6.2 Non-linear classifiers
When there are large amounts of data and complex relationships between the
variables, non-linear methods, for example Neural Networks (NN) [107, 108] are
better suited for finding the potentially more complex structures in the data.
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However, there are a large number of parameters to tune, which is difficult if the
relationships are poorly understood as in the case of EEG. This means that typically
methods that are good at tuning the parameters when there is a large search space
are used -- such as neural-networks.

2.6.3 Mixed classifiers
Kernel-based classifiers maintain all the benefits of linear classification while
the overall classification is non-linear. They work by applying a linear classification
in some appropriate (kernel) feature space. Examples of such kernel-based
classification methods are Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [109] and Kernel
Fisher Discriminant (KFD) [105].
These systems do not take into account the temporal information in the input
data. Classification rates can be improved with algorithms such as Finite Impulse
Response & Multi-Layer Perceptron Neural Networks (FIR-MLPNN) and Tree
Based Neural Networks (TBNN) that are presented in [110-112]. The motivation
for using such classifiers is that the patterns to be recognised are not static data but
time series. Thus, the temporal information of the input data can be used to improve
the classification results [110].

2.7 Improving classification accuracy
BCIs are prone to errors in the recognition of the subject's intent, and these
errors can be very frequent. Even with substantial training, subjects are unlikely to
achieve a 100% success rate. Therefore, reducing errors, or reducing the effect of
errors is one of the most important steps to making BCIs more practical. A number
of groups have been exploring different ways to improve the performance of BCIs
[47, 113-116].
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Wolpaw and his colleges found one possible technique to reduce errors. This
involves a verification procedure whereby each output requires two opposite trials,
and success is required on both to validate the outcome [117]. Even if this method
greatly reduces the errors, it requires much more mental effort from the subject and
halves the communication rate.

2.7.1 Committee of classifiers
A group (committee) of classifiers usually yields better classification accuracy
than any individual classifier could provide. Only a few BCI designs have
employed such an approach in classifying features and have achieved performance
improvements [118-121]. The classification accuracy of the committee depends on
how much unique information each committee member contributes to classification,
i.e. a committee of classifiers using very similar classification techniques is
unhelpful because they will just produce identical answers. A committee can also
be used to combine information from several channels, i.e., from different spatial
regions [120].

2.7.2 Improving generalisation
Using a technique to reduce the bias of the system towards only working with
the specific dataset used in training is highly recommended, otherwise, it is unlikely
to function well in the real world. Especially for cases where different versions of a
certain design are being compared, and the number of epochs available for
evaluating the system is small. K-fold cross-validation and statistical significance
tests are useful for these cases [98, 107, 109, 122]. K-fold cross-validation can be
used to estimate the generalisation error of a given model, or it can be used for
model selection by choosing the model that has the smallest estimated
generalisation error. Usually, a value of 5 to 10 for K is recommended for
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estimating the generalisation error. Unfortunately, these techniques are not suitable
for online evaluations.

2.7.3 Machine learning
A learning process is usually incorporated into BCI to adapt the system to
different users, as well as to maintain or improve performance over time. The
human brain is highly adaptable, or plastic. At the same time as the BCI system is
adapting to the user, the user’s brain will also be adapting to the new output from
the BCI. Thus, the process of mutual adaptation of the user to the system, and the
system to the user is likely to be a fundamental feature of the operation of any
successful BCI system [123, 124].
This means that ideally the system must have some way to identify errors, and
the desired outcome so it can use this information to improve future accuracy. To
allow this adaptation, the desired signal translation algorithm should work on-line,
while still translating the user's intent as accurately as possible. At the same time,
the output of the BCI needs to be consistent enough that the brain can adapt its own
output to reduce errors, and consideration needs to be made of the fact that
something a user initially finds difficult may eventually become second nature. If
successful this will naturally induce the user to develop and maintain the highest
possible level of correlation between their intent and the signal features that the BCI
employs to decipher that intent.

2.7.4 Error related potentials
One useful way to improve the accuracy of a classifier over time is the Error
Related Potential (ErRP). This is a signal visible in the EEG after the user perceives
an error has been made (in this case by the BCI) as shown in Figure 2.6 [125, 126].
The ErRP most likely originates in a brain area called the pre-Supplementary Motor
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Area (pre-SMA) (as shown in Figure 2.7) and Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC)
which are areas that are involved in regulating emotional responses [127].

Figure 2.6 Error-Related Negativities (ERNs). Upper: response-locked averages
at electrode Cz for correct and incorrect responses in the execution condition (left)
and the observation condition (right). Dashed grey lines indicate correct, and solid
black lines indicate incorrect response trials. Lower: spline maps showing the
topography of the ERN difference wave in the execution condition and the
observation condition, taken at the peak where correct and incorrect ERPs differed
maximally-80 ms and 252 ms after the response, respectively. The Cz electrode at
the vertex is marked in light blue for reference. (image from [128])
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Figure 2.7 Sagittal view of the brain showing the source for the ErRP difference
wave in the execution condition (blue) and in the observation condition (red). Left,
displayed together within the same head model; right, projected onto a standard
MRI template (image from [128]).
There are mainly two kinds of ErRP, execution ErRP or observation ErRP [128].
When the subject is asked to respond as quickly as possible to a stimulus, execution
ErRP arises if the subject makes an incorrect motor action (e.g., the subject presses
a key with the left hand when they should have responded with the right hand). The
main components here are a negative potential showing up 80 ms after the incorrect
response followed by a larger positive peak showing up 200 ~ 500 ms after the
incorrect response.
When the subject is asked to observe someone else performing a reaction task,
an observation ErRP arises when the subject observes an error being made.
Conveniently, these two types of ErRP can be distinguished in the EEG signals
[128], as can be seen in Figure 2.6. The main component of the observation ErRP is
a negative potential 90 ms after the observed response, and peaking at 252 ms. The
location in the brain of the observation ErRP is similar to the execution ErRP, as
shown in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.8 A setup of a brain-controlled mobile robot using ErRP to improve
accuracy. The subject receives visual feedback indicating the output of the classifier
before the actual execution of the associated command (e.g., “turn left”). If the
feedback generates an ErRP , this command is simply ignored and the robot will
stay executing the previous command. Otherwise, the command is sent to the robot).

In 2008, Pierre Ferrez and his colleagues tried to improve the control accuracy
of a brain controlled mobile robot using ErRP [113] as shown in Figure 2.8. After
translating the subject's intention into a control command, the BCI displays the
command, which will actually be executed only if there is no ErRP. Such a protocol
depends on the ability to detect an ErRP quickly from a single trial, rather than by
averaging a large number of trials [116]. To do this, they used a classifier trained on
data recorded from the users up to three months earlier. They achieved an average
recognition rate for single trials in cases where the BCI command was correct of
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83.5%. For trials where the command was erroneous, and the ErRP appeared the
system detected it 79.2% of the time.

2.8 Current limitations
In the past several decades, there have been many achievements in the area of
EEG based BCI, such as control of a visual keyboard, cursor, wheelchair, smart
home, and robotic arms. Nevertheless, few of them can be used in a practical
environment outside the laboratory because of the following limitations.

2.8.1 Limited Information Transfer Rate (ITR)
The information transfer rate from the user via a BCI to the outside world is not
only limited by the immaturity of the technology, it can also be limited by the
inherent characteristics of the EEG signal being observed.
For example, the limited ITR of an SCP based BCI is inherent to the system
(the SCP signal takes 1 ~ 2 seconds to change). Thus, unless a new signal source is
used the ITR and the response time of the BCI system are both limited.
On the other hand, the limited ITR of BCI based on SMR is likely due to the
immaturity of the technology. The SMR signal is much complex, and contains
higher frequency components. It is therefore likely that more information could be
extracted with the right algorithm. However, current SMR-based BCIs can only
detect slow changes in the SMR (similar to the slowly changing SCP signal).

2.8.2 Limited accuracy
The second obstacle for practical BCIs is the relatively low accuracy. This is
not only due to the low identification rate of signal features. It is also because of
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fluctuations in the users’ state of mind, such as fatigue, illness, and attention which
can greatly affect the EEG signal. To improve overall accuracy, therefore, not only
does it require improvement of the classification accuracy in ideal circumstances, it
must also be able to cope with changes in the users’ state of mind. Designing a BCI
system that relies on signals the user produces naturally will also mean less
concentration is required, which will hopefully be less fatiguing to use and keeping
the users’ state of mind more stable.

2.8.3 Tedious preparation and cleaning
Practical factors, even those BCI researchers may dismiss as unimportant to
laboratory research, will also play a significant role in the actual acceptance and
ultimate success of a BCI. Issues such as the difficulty and time involved in
donning and doffing electrodes, accessing a BCI application, or a person's
appearance while using it may greatly affect the extent to which they are actually
used.
To be successful will, therefore, likely involve development of EEG systems
specifically designed for BCI use. Unlike research where signal accuracy takes top
priority, EEG systems for a commercial BCI must be a compromise between many
different factors. New active electrode technologies have already turned three hours
to apply a large electrode array into a 20 minute job. Dry electrode technologies
that do not require conductive gel to get a good quality EEG signal will be another
huge step in this direction, and may one day lead to EEG systems that are as easy to
put on as a hat.
The number of electrodes is also relevant. In order to reduce the cost of a BCI
and to make the system unobtrusive, as few electrodes as possible is preferred. In
seeking to improve the spatial resolution of the EEG, researchers desire as many
electrodes as possible. Therefore, a compromise must be made to optimise the
electrode positions; the cost of some accuracy may be necessary.
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2.8.4 Lack of a user initiated switch
Present BCI systems primarily rely on protocols that begin at fixed times set by
the system. However, in real life applications BCIs, in which the start and stop of
operation is determined by the user, will be preferable.
Without a safety cut-off (difficult if the user cannot operate a mechanical
switch), operation in daily life could even be dangerous. Efforts to develop such a
user-initiated switch, based on detection of certain features in the on-going EEG
have begun [129]. However, there may be many other options as yet unexplored,
and are likely to be heavily influenced by the individual abilities of the user.

2.8.5 Different EEG patterns in different users
There are very significant differences in the EEG between different users especially when neurological disorders, psychological issues, and damage to the
brain are considered. To create a universal classification algorithm that suits every
user may in some cases be impossible. Therefore, highly effective training methods
that can match a new user after a short training session or new features with small
individual differences will be important.

2.9 Future trends
As the previous sections have shown, BCI research so far consists primarily of
demonstrations and limited studies. These show that a specific brain signal,
processed in a specific way, can create a simple output.
BCI development, however, is still in the earliest stages, and it is difficult to tell
how far away a BCI for the masses or even the disabled is. According to Wolpaw
[11] and other researchers [130], there are several issues which will significantly
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affect the development of BCIs: (a) interpreting the internal aspects of normal brain
function; (b) new signal acquisition, processing, and classification techniques; (c)
exploring the largely unknown potential and limitations of non-muscular
communication; (d) psychological and behavioural factors that affect user
motivation and success; (e) adoption of standard research techniques and evaluation
criteria; (f) appropriate choice of applications and user groups; (g) development of
user training strategies; (h) initial switches controlled by users; (i) the convenience,
safety and stability of the complete system; (j) cost, appearance, marketing, and
regulatory concerns.

2.10 Chapter summary
Over the past 25 years, many productive BCI research programmes have been
developed. As EEG systems are portable and almost all other brain activity
recording technologies are not, the former have great potential to underpin the
implementation of BCIs in daily life. In addition, EEG-based BCIs are probably the
best choice for a practical BCI because of its relatively low cost, high temporal
resolution, and low clinical risk. .
So far, many EEG-based prototypes have been demonstrated in laboratories for
applications such as: cursor control, visual keyboards, and mind controlled
wheelchairs and prosthetics. As the first generation of EEG-based BCIs, their
limitations are obvious. Firstly, almost all of the prototypes have only been
demonstrated in laboratories, not for real world use. Secondly, the operation speed
and accuracy are too low for them to be useful in most cases. Finally, all current
systems can only operate with the supervision of researchers. Without the
introduction of intelligent limitations, and safety systems, current BCIs could be
unpredictable or even dangerous to use independently.
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This research will not only fill the gaps in the fundamentals of signal processing
in SSVEP-based BCIs but will also enhance their practicality in daily life by
reducing user fatigue during training sessions, increasing user comfort for longterm use and reducing user workload of rehabilitation applications.
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An Adjacent Narrow Band Filter (ANBF)
based method for SSVEP-based BCIs

Frequency coded Steady State Visual Evoked Potential (SSVEP) based Brain
Computer Interfaces (BCIs) have been increasingly studied in recent years. It has shown
potential to be used as a useful tool to help disabled people restore fundamental skills of
communication and control. Distinguishing target frequency components from weak
and noisy SSVEP with high accuracy using minimum recording electrodes is one of the
key issues for a practical SSVEP-based BCI. The most challenging task is to effectively
eliminate the artifacts whose frequency spectra usually overlap with the ones of the
target signals. In this chapter, a new signal processing method based-on Adjacent
Narrow Band Filter (ANBF) is proposed for the purpose of artifacts reduction and
frequency recognition in a 12-class SSVEP-based BCI. The proposed ANBF method
can effectively suppress irrelevant artifacts whose frequency spectra overlap with those
of the targets, and successfully estimate the noise-free energy of the target frequency
bands. The proposed ANBF is compared with a widely-used Canonical Correlation
Analysis (CCA) method and verified online with 2-channel EEG data of nine healthy
participants. The accuracy of frequency recognition for the proposed ANBF is 97.3
1.5% for two experienced participants while the accuracy drops to 70.9

4.1% for

CCA. Since this study is done without preventing participants’ normal eye blinks and
high performance can be achieved with no more than two electrodes, the proposed
ANBF provides a good approach for signal processing in SSVEP-based BCIs for reallife use.
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3.1 Introduction
In the past decades, BCIs primarily employed three kinds of EEG signals, such as
Slow Cortical Potentials (SCPs) [39], SensoriMotor Rhythms (SMR) [131], and Visual
Evoked Potentials (VEP) [132]. Researchers found that the brain would generate
fundamental oscillation and harmonic electrical activities when being stimulated by a
repetitive visual stimulus at a specific frequency, ranging from 3 Hz to 80 Hz [133].
This phenomenon, an inherent neuronal response of the brain, is named as Steady State
Visual Evoked Potential (SSVEP). SSVEP has received increasing interest because of
its characteristics such as good immunity to noise, ease in detection, and potential to
provide higher Signal to Noise Rate (SNR) and Information Transfer Rate (ITR) than
other EEG signals. In addition, SSVEP-based BCIs can operate well without expert
supervising or extensive training due to SSVEP’s independence from high level
cognitive process. These features make SSVEP-based BCIs more competitive in a
daily-life solution, which is much noisier and has less expert support than a laboratory
environment.
The most widely-used strategy in SSVEP-based BCIs is frequency coded selection.
Typically, an array of flickering visual stimuli with different frequencies is presented in
a panel, where each frequency represents a certain message or command. For instance,
a visual stimulus flickering at a frequency of 7.0 Hz can be assigned with a command
“dial a call”. When an observer is gazing at this 7.0 Hz visual stimulus, a SSVEP with a
fundamental frequency 7.0 Hz and higher order harmonics would be induced and
detected in his EEG signals. This observer would, therefore, be able to forward his
intention of “dial a call” after determining 7.0 Hz as the dominant frequency component
among all presented flickering frequencies.
Besides the inherent characteristic of being extremely weak, SSVEP signals are also
buried in all kinds of artifacts which are undesirable potentials and contaminate EEG
signals [134, 135]. To effectively determine the prominent frequency component,
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artifact reduction is an essential pre-processing as artifacts are usually several orders of
magnitude larger than SSVEP signals and can produce misleading results [83, 90].
There are several approaches developed for artifact reduction. A simple option is
avoiding the occurrence of physiological artifacts. For example, subjects are instructed
to avoid blinking or moving their body during the experiments. However, it is not easy
to prevent any eye movement during a long-term BCI operation, especially for SSVEPbased BCIs that need some slight eye movement among different targets. In addition,
avoiding eye-blink artifacts may introduce other cognitive tasks that are also artifacts.
For instance, refraining from eye blinking results in changes in the amplitudes of some
evoked potentials [136, 137].
An alternative option is artifact rejection. In this method, EEG data will be divided
into several epochs, and then be checked manually or automatically according to
specific criteria. An epoch will be discarded, if it is determined as the one containing
contaminated data [138, 139]. The advantage is obvious that it allows the subjects to
operate BCIs naturally. However, artifact rejection may lead to a substantial data loss
since breathing and eye blinking can hardly be avoided. In addition, another issue arises
in an online application with artifact rejection. The BCI system is inaccessible and
cannot be used for continuous control during specific periods when artifactcontaminated EEG signals are discarded.
Instead of removing contaminated EEG data, correction procedures attempt to
remove the artifacts as well as to keep the target EEG signals intact. Linear filtering was
commonly used for removing artifacts located in certain frequency bands that are away
from those of the detected EEG signals [92]. However, the spectrum of artifacts spreads
widely, almost covering the whole span of the available SSVEP frequency band. For
example, as one of the major artifacts, eye blink power spectrum distributes from 0.5
Hz to around 60 Hz [86, 140]. Linear combination and regression, using a linear
combination of the contaminated EEG signals and the artifacts, has the advantage of
handling the frequency overlap issue over linear filtering [139, 141, 142]. A question
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arises as to how to estimate the weight coefficients of artifacts and “clear” EEG signals,
because over-subtracting the artifacts may also remove part of the EEG signals. In
addition, extra electrodes are needed as reference channels to record the artifacts, while
a practical BCI requires the minimum number of electrodes for the purpose of cost
efficiency and application convenience. Independent Component Analysis (ICA), based
on the strategy of Blind Source Separation (BSS), is a method in widespread use for
artifacts reduction in recent years [85, 143-145]. ICA blindly separates the mixtures of
artifacts and “clear” EEG signal components, identifies the components that are
attributed to artifacts, and then reconstructs the EEG signal without these components
[146]. One advantage of using ICA is that it does not rely on the reference artifacts for
purifying contaminated EEG signals [147]. However, ICA is based on an assumption
that components of artifacts and “clear” EEG signals are statistically independent and
spatially stationary through time, which may not be a valid assumption and it is not
always obvious how to rank the independent sources [148]. It is, especially, likely that
ICA performs worse than regression analysis in case of a small number of recording
electrodes [142]. Other methods have also been explored for artifacts reduction with
varying success, including Source Dipole Analysis (SDA) [149], Principle Component
Analysis (PCA) [150], Nonlinear Adaptive Filtering (NAF) [151], Wavelet [152],
alternate half-field stimulation [153], and Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) [154].
However, their contribution in artifacts reduction for BCI systems is so far limited [83,
154]. Due to the lack of methods for handling artifacts effectively, it has significantly
degraded the BCI performance during practical applications. Thus, it is vital to develop
an automatic strategy to deal with artifacts [155].
Several frequency recognition methods have been applied to process “clear” EEG
data and to detect dominant frequency components in SSVEP. For instance, the Power
Spectral Density Analysis (PSDA), as a simple and traditional method to analyse
frequency spectrum, has been widely used in frequency recognition for SSVEP-based
BCIs [156-158]. The advantages of PSDA are low computation costs and more robust
than parametric estimation methods. However, there exists a serious spectral leakage in
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case of non-integer-period truncation which means that window length is not an integral
number of times of the corresponding signal’s period [80]. In addition, the PSDA
method has a lack of noise rejection capability. The PSDA is, therefore, rarely used in
on-line multi-class SSVEP-based BCIs, since it is difficult to find an optimal time
window for them, especially for the communication-aimed BCIs which have a large
number of stimulating frequencies. Other frequency recognition strategies have also
been proposed for SSVEP processing in recent years, such as Minimum Energy
Combination (MEC) [148], Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [159, 160], Stability
Coefficient (SC) [161], Generalized Zero Crossing (GZC) [154], Least Absolute
Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) [162]. All these methods have brought
SSVEP-based BCIs high accuracy and speed. However, the success of MEC and CCA
is based on high density recording, and the accuracy may decrease gravely with the
reduction of recording channels [163]. GZC can estimate the local mean frequency of
one quarter of a wave cycle at most [164], which has a potential to greatly increase the
ITR of SSVEP-based BCIs. However, this method depends highly on the purity of
SSVEP after artifacts reduction, since it may become oversensitive to temporal task
which is an unrelated physiological response. The LASSO model is reported to have a
better performance than the CCA method in extracting robust and detectable features of
SSVEP for offline analysis, but this feature has not been verified in an online
application [162]. Since the performance of a practical BCI depends on accuracy, ITR
and application convenience (minimum number of recording electrodes), a robust
online strategy for reducing noise and recognizing target frequencies is crucial.
In this chapter, a novel approach for signal processing in SSVEP-based BCIs is
proposed. The proposed Adjacent Narrow Band Filter (ANBF) strategy is able to
automatically reduce the artifacts and simultaneously recognize the dominant frequency
component in SSVEP data. ANBF is a band energy estimation method that combines
narrow band-pass filters and power spectral density distribution analysis. In a spectrum
of “clear” SSVEP, the energy concentrates predominately in a group of super narrow
bands centring at the corresponding fundamental frequency and harmonics of the
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stimulus, decreasing sharply in adjacent narrow bands. The proportion, energy of
central band over the sum energy of three adjacent bands around the centre band, is a
constant (K) with a slight deviation. On the other hand, the mean energy of artifacts in
the two adjacent super narrow bands is equal to the one in the central band, which has
the same features of a common mode additive noise. The presence of artifacts will
change the above mentioned constant K, and the actual energy of the central band can,
therefore, be estimated by employing contaminated central band energy and the
corresponding proportion K’. The stimulus that contributes the dominated band energy
is supposed to be the gazed target. To compare and demonstrate the superiority of the
proposed ANBF method, the CCA method [159] is used as a reference to process the
EEG data from nine healthy subjects. According to previous literature, this is because
the CCA method has been proved to have a notable capability in suppressing artifacts
[159]. To effectively compare these two methods, both input EEG data and the
classification method for ANBF are the same as the ones for CCA.

3.2 Adjacent Narrow Band Filter (ANBF) algorithm

3.2.1 Artifacts reduction based on ANBF algorithm.
The ANBF approach attempts to estimate the frequency components in a signal by
sequentially decomposing this signal into serial groups of adjacent narrow bands in
frequency-energy space and then analysing the energy distribution of differential-mode
signal and common-mode noises in each group. The ANBF method works based on the
two assumptions that a SSVEP signal is the output of a linear system with the stimulus
signal as the input; and the energy distribution of noises in adjacent narrow bands are
uniform or can be expressed by a linear function.
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In this study, the analysed signal
channel O1 and signal

is the difference between signal

from

from channel O2. Figure 3.1 illustrates the frame of signal

processing with the ANBF method. Signal

is decomposed in 12 groups of filters,

which includes five adjacent narrow band filters with span of 0.2 Hz and interval of 0.1
Hz. As a compromise between computation demands and performance of noise
depression, five adjacent filters are employed. The level of energy aggregation

can be

expressed as
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is the mean energy of noises in each narrow band. Combining equation (3-

1), (3-2), (3-3) and (3-4), the noise free energy of three adjacent bands around the
specific centre frequency

1, … , 12 can be estimated by
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Figure 3.1. Illustration of signal flow of the proposed SSVEP-based BCI. Where
energy of three adjacent bands around the specific centre frequency
proportion of

_

1, … , 12 is respectively the sum

_

1, … , 12 , and

1, … , 12 over corresponding sum energy of total five adjacent bands

1, … , 12 is respectively the
_

1, … , 12 .
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3.2.2 Frequency recognition strategy.
Linear Classification [165] is adopted as the frequency recognition strategy in this
study. After the artifacts have been reduced, the dominant frequency in the SSVEP signal
is identified as the central frequency of the corresponding band-pass filter group that has
the maximum noise-free

_

1, … , 12 .

,

1, … , 12

(3-7)

To fairly compare ANBF method with CCA method, the same signal sources and the
same linear classifier are employed in this study, as shown in Figure 3.2.

x1(t )
Output  ANBF

x2( t )
Output  CCA

Figure 3.2. Illustration of signal flow for the comparison between ANBF method and
CCA method. To compare these two methods, the same signal sources and the same
linear classifier are employed in this study.
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3.3 Methods and materials

3.3.1 Subjects
Nine healthy subjects (S1-S9, 4 males and 5 females, aged between 25 and 29, mean
age = 27 ± 2 yrs.) participated in this study. All of them had normal or corrected to
normal vision with no history of clinical eye disease. All the subjects were right-handed
according to the test results using the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory [166]. There were
two subjects (S1, S2) who had experience in operating a SSVEP-based BCI, while for the
remaining seven subjects this was their first time in using BCIs. The subjects, blinking as
usual, were seated quietly in a comfortable chair 60 cm away from a visual stimulation
board (12 cm × 15 cm) in a normal lit office. This study was approved by the Ethics
Committee of The University of Auckland. All subjects gave informed consent after a
full explanation of the experimental protocol.

3.3.2 Stimulation and experimental protocol
The layout of the stimulation panel used in this study is shown in Figure 3.3. Twelve
flickering (from left to right, up to down) green Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) were set
at the following frequencies respectively,
Hz),

(7.5 Hz),

(17.0 Hz),

(8.0 Hz),

(9.0 Hz),

(5.5 Hz),

(6.0 Hz),

(11.0 Hz),

(13.0 Hz),

(6.5 Hz),

(7.0

(15.0 Hz),

(19.0 Hz). The timing of the twelve LED flickers was precisely controlled

by a microcontroller (ATmega8, Atmel, USA) with 50/50 on and off duty cycles. The
dominant wavelength was 570nm. A matt surface film was placed on the flickering LEDs
acting as a spatial diffusor for the purpose of avoiding direct exposure to the light and
producing un-patterned flash light stimuli.
The experiment consisted of one consecutive sweeping trial and one encoded gazing
trial, and both of them were running online with all LEDs simultaneously lit. The
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subjects had 30 seconds rest before the second trial commenced. The consecutive
sweeping trial was designed to test the capability of the proposed method to distinguish a
specific target from a group of twelve targets, while the encoded gazing trial was
employed to demonstrate the accessibility for practical application and to examine the
transient response between non-adjacent targets.

Figure 3.3. Schematics of flickering panel. Twelve green flickering LEDs with
different frequencies present 12 kinds of commands.

In the consecutive sweeping trial, subjects initially gazed at the centre of the upper
left target “1” for 20 seconds, and then stared at the centre of the next adjacent target “2”
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for another 20 seconds and so on till the last target “12”. In the encoded gazing trial, a
random digital sequence covering number 1 to number 12 was displayed in front of the
subjects at the beginning. Subjects gazed at the centre of the corresponding target each
for 20 seconds and changed the staring target according to the displayed digital
sequence. All of the recognised numbers were displayed on a screen just behind the
flickering panel.

3.3.3 EEG recording
EEG signals were sampled (256 Hz sampling rate; 0.1-100 Hz bandpass; 50 Hz
Notch Filter) and amplified by g.USBamp (g.tec, Austria) with active electrodes (g.tec,
Austria). Two channels O1, O2 were placed according to the 10/20 international system.
The signal from Oz was used as a reference and the ground electrode was placed at AFz,
as shown in Figure 3.4.

3.3.4 Evaluation methods.
The anti-noise capability of ANBF and CCA was studied by comparing the SNR
of their proceeded signals. The SNR is defined as

10
where

(3-8)

∑

denotes the amplitude of target signal and

the signal from the

denotes the amplitude of

output channel.

For CCA method, canonical correlation coefficient ρ was adopted to compute the
SNR.

10

∑

(3-9)
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where
and

denotes the canonical correlation coefficient of target reference signal

denotes the canonical correlation coefficient of the

reference signals.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.4. (a) recording sites of SSVEP according to the 10/20 international system;
(b) an actual montage of a participant.
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The accuracy of ANBF and CCA was defined as the percentage of output that was
equal to the target numbers. Then the accuracy is formulated as

100%
where

(3-10)

denotes the quantity of properly recognized targets, and

quantity of total targets. The sampling rates for both

and

denotes the

are 2 Hz and the effect of

latency is deducted. For instance, the first instructing signal appears at t

0 second

and lasts for 20 seconds. If the first non-zero output appears at t

1.8 second, then B

starts to be increased by 1 every 0.5 second since t

is added by 1 only

1.8 second.

if the output is equal to the desired number at the sampling time point during t
1.8 second to t

21.8 second.

3.4 Results
Figure 3.5 shows the intermediate results before operating linear classification in a
consecutive sweeping trial, taking trial 2 of subject S1 as an example. Moreover, in
comparing the ANBF method with the CCA method, the correlation coefficient
spectrum obtained by the CCA method is also presented in Figure 3.5. Output of
different frequency components is distinguished using different colours. According to
the frequency recognition strategy adopted in this study, the frequency component,
whose amplitude is dominated to those of others, will be recognized as the target signal.
In comparison to the output of the CCA method as shown in Figure 3.5 (b), the output
of the ANBF method has a larger value and a higher SNR, especially in the low and
middle frequency bands (as shown in Figure 3.5 (a)).
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Figure 3.5. Examples of outputs in subject S1 (trial 2, a consecutive sweeping trial)
using proposed ANBF method (a) and CCA method (b), respectively. The intended
targets are from number 1 to number 12 sequentially.
Figure 3.6, taking trial 4 of subject S1 as an example, shows the intermediate results
before operating linear classification in an encoded gazing trial. The predefined serial
numbers are 1, 11, 2, 1, 11, 2, 8, 6, 7, 1, 3, 6, and 12. The line graph (a) shows the
amplitude of outputs from ANBF, the graph (b) presents the correlation coefficients
from the CCA. The distribution of dominant components and other “noise” components
in Figure 3.6 is similar to that of Figure 3.5. In the marked time sessions
(with,,,), dominant components in output of CCA (Figure 3.6 (b)) are not as
obvious as those in output of ANBF (as shown in figure 3.6 (a)). One possible reason is
that non-white noises emerged strongly during those time periods. The ANBF method
has the valuable capability of suppressing the artifacts, whose frequency spectra are
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overlapping the ones of the signals, while the CCA method has a limited function to
process these kinds of noises.

Figure 3.6. Examples of outputs in subject S1 (trial 4, an encoded gazing trial) using
proposed ANBF method (a) and CCA method (b), respectively. The intended targets are
predefined as number 1, 11, 2, 1, 11, 2, 8, 6, 7, 1, 3, 6, 12 in sequence.

Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 present the final results of trial 2 (S1) and trial 4 (S1)
respectively. In each figure, the graph (a) shows the results based on ANBF and the
graph (b) represents the results based on the CCA method. All of them share the same
linear classification module. Ideally, the output should be equal to the intended target
numbers without variations (e.g., time periods from 0 to 230 (second) in Figure 3.7 (a)
and from 0 to 260 (second) in Figure 3.8 (a)). Comparisons (Figure 3.7(a) V.S. Figure
3.7(b), Figure 3.8 (a) V.S. Figure 3.8 (b)) show that the ANBF method can recognise
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the desired target frequency 2~3 seconds faster than the CCA method with a time
window length of 5 seconds.

Figure 3.7. Examples of results in subject S1 (trial 2, a consecutive sweeping trial)
using proposed ANBF method (a) and CCA method (b), respectively. The intended
targets are from number 1 to number 12 sequentially with intervals around 20 seconds.

To compare the capability of improving SNR between the ANBF method and the
CCA method, the mean SNRs of each subject using ANBF and CCA are shown in
Figure 3.9. The line with triangles shows the SNR of intermediate output from ANBF,
and the dashed line with dots shows the one from CCA. The mean SNR from the ANBF
is 5.5

6dB, and the one from the CCA is 10

5dB. The line representing SNR of

ANBF is proximately parallel to the one of CCA.
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Figure 3.8. Examples of results in subject S1 (trial 4, an encoded gazing trial) using
proposed ANBF method (a) and the CCA method (b), respectively. The intended targets
are predefined as number 1, 11(“0”), 2, 1, 11(“0”), 2, 8, 6, 7, 1, 3, 6, 12(“dial”), with
intervals around 20 seconds.

Figure 3.9. The mean SNRs of each subject using ANBF and CCA.
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Figure 3.10. The frequency recognition accuracy of each subject based on ANBF
and CCA.

To investigate the accuracy from the ANBF and CCA method, the frequency
recognition accuracy of each subject is calculated separately and presented in Figure
3.10. The average of the ANBF accuracy is 67.7

18.9% and the one for the CCA

method, with a time window length of 5 seconds, is 43.5

17.6%.

The accuracy of frequency recognition for the ANBF is 97.3

1.5% for two

experienced participants (Subject S1 and S2) while the accuracy drops to 70.9

4.1%

for CCA. Both the accuracy and SNRs drop down for the subjects without any
experience in operating a BCI. Especially for subject S6, it was the first time she had
operated BCIs and lost focus several times during her trials. Consequently, she received
a relatively low accuracy (47.5% with ANBF while 20.8% with CCA) as well as low
SNR ( 1

2dB with ANBF while 15

2dB with CCA)).
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3.5 Discussion
This chapter presented an ANBF and linear classification combined approach to
achieve the artifacts reduction and frequency recognition in a 12-class SSVEP based
BCI. Nine participants, two with BCI experiences and the others without, were recruited
to participate in online experiments. In order to investigate the anti-noise ability of the
proposed method, the CCA method was employed as a benchmark to compare the
performance. In this study, the time window length of the CCA method was 5 seconds,
which was equal to the transition time of the filters in ANBF.
In making a comparison to the CCA method, the proposed ANBF has a 10~15 dB
improvement in SNR and a 15~30% improvement in accuracy. The accuracy of 12class BCI, based on the CCA method, varies from 20% to 75%. This result matches
with the one from [159], which is a 9-class BCI and achieves an accuracy varying from
43% to 68% with one channel. There would be three primary reasons for this result.
First, the lack of sufficient associated channels in the CCA method gravely decreases
the robustness against noise. This is because the few-channel CCA can only take very
limited advantages of auto-spatial filtering. Second, the CCA method has an ability to
suppress Gauss noise, while having a limited ability to reduce the non-white noise
whose frequency spectrum is not flat and overlapped with the spectrum of signals.
Third, the ANBF method has the capability to effectively reduce the artifacts whose
spectrum overlaps the spectrum of the signals, while the CCA algorithm does not. Since
this study was conducted in a natural way and without the means to avoid the
occurrence of eye blinking or swallowing, the Electrooculography (EOG) or
Electromyography (EMG) with high amplitudes will spread the working range and
severely contaminate the flickering frequency bands. Last but not least, the CCA
method is much more sensitive to frequency or phase than to amplitude. This
characteristic will cause severe false positive responses, which will significantly
degrade the accuracy.
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Appropriate training on attention is essential to improve the BCI accuracy. Morgan
[167] has demonstrated that the amplitude of the frequency-coded SSVEP was
significantly relevant to the extent of attention. In addition, the amplitude enhancement
with attention was most prominent over occipital scalp where the recording electrodes
were placed in this study. This view has further been proved by a SSVEP-based BCI
that employed visual-spatial selective attention [80]. It was found that attention
selection could be independent from gaze direction. For example, components in
peripheral vision could be selected for processing as the ones in foveal vision [168].
These findings can be used to explain the phenomena in this study that experienced
subjects (i.e., S1 and S2) have a better performance than the other subjects who have no
experience of operating SSVEP-based BCIs at all. The simultaneously flickering lights
are compactly presented in this study for the sake of daily convenience. Therefore, the
adjacent stimuli may easily arouse obvious components in peripheral vision if subjects
allow their attention to drift from the target stimulus. These false positive responses will
seriously degrade the accuracy. Especially, S6, who got a relatively low score in this
study, reported that she had lost her focus on the targets several times during her
sessions. Since correct signal input is a prerequisite for any meaningful signal
processing, simply improving the processing or classification methods without avoiding
incorrect input cannot effectively improve the overall performance of a BCI.
There are several open questions to arise from this study. Firstly, the first one is the
feasibility of achieving higher frequency recognition accuracy by simply employing a
new classification method. We only adopted a linear classification strategy without
thresholds to recognize the target frequency from the 12-class frequency set. This is true
in case each visual stimulus will arouse SSVEP response with the same amplitude.
However, the SSVEP amplitudes actually vary greatly not only with the frequency of
stimuli [169], but also between individuals as shown in Figure 3.5 (a) and Figure 3.6 (a).
Thus, it is essential to adopt an effective classification strategy to minimise this
negative effect. Secondly, the possibility of combining the ANBF method with the CCA
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method to improve the overall performance of SSVEP-based BCI is desirable. The
ANBF method is more robust in low frequency bands than in higher frequency bands,
while the CCA method is vulnerable in low frequency ones, as shown in Figure 3.7 (a)
and Figure 3.8 (a). Adopting the CCA strategy in the ANBF method via information
confusion strategy, therefore, is worth exploring. Thirdly, the underlying assumption of
this study is the linearity of the human visual pathway. Actually, there is considerable
evidence that the human visual pathway of the brain has at least three sub-pathways and
consists of several neural mechanisms [170-172]. Since different visual pathways react
dissimilarly to the features (i.e., spatial contrast, shape and colour) of stimuli,
effectively adopting various visual sub-pathways into SSVEP-based BCIs would
expand the information carrying ability. For instance, besides the above mentioned
frequency coded SSVEP, it makes sense to investigate the shape-coded or colour-coded
SSVEPs.

3.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter proposed an ANBF method for artifacts reduction and frequency
recognition in SSVEP-based BCIs for the first time in literature. Employing the energy
of adjacent narrow bands, ANBF is able to effectively suppress both white and nonwhite noises with overlapping frequency spectrum, and to estimate the noise-free
energy of target frequency bands. High performance can be achieved with no more than
two electrodes. Experimental results on nine subjects suggested that the proposed
approach achieved higher recognition accuracy than the CCA method, especially in the
case of the small number of recording electrodes. In addition, the ANBF method
allowed subjects to operate SSVEP-based BCIs in a natural way without avoiding
normal eye blinking or annoying calibration. The proposed method is suitable for realworld use and shows promising results for signal processing in SSVEP-based BCIs.
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An online asynchronous analog SSVEPbased BCI for lower limb rehabilitation

SSVEPs are less vulnerable to noise than other kinds of electroencephalography
(EEG) signals and have, therefore, recently become popular in BCI applications. To
my knowledge, this chapter is the first to demonstrate an online asynchronous
analog SSVEP-based BCI for lower limb rehabilitation in which the movement of
robotic exoskeleton is continuously controlled by the user’s intent. Such patient
participation has proved to be one of the most important factors for rehabilitating
the neural system after injury or stroke. Three new and different training protocols
are developed specifically for rehabilitation exercise and tested with the proposed
Adjacent Narrow Band-pass Filter (ANBF) method. Results with six healthy
participants are extremely good, with accuracy to within a knee angle of 1° after
simple training. For the ANBF method with 0.3 Hz filter spans, the overall average
recognition accuracy is 96.0%
2.8

4.2% and the overall average net latency is

0.6 seconds. For the ANBF method with 0.1 Hz filter spans, the overall

average recognition accuracy is 98.9%
is 4.3

1.5% and the overall average net latency

0.5 seconds. This gives much promise to future development of brain

controlled rehabilitation devices.
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4.1 Introduction
BCIs have been proved as having great potential to provide an alternative way
to restore motion functions for the users who have motor disabilities to control their
limbs [173-175]. Nowadays, non-invasive EEG-based BCIs have become a popular
solution and have attracted increasing interest in assistive communication. One of
the most commonly used signals in EEG-based BCIs is SSVEP, a periodic bioelectrical response to repetitive visual stimuli [176].
In recent years, SSVEP-based BCIs have shown great potential in the realm of
assistive communication and control. They have been adopted to conduct an icon
selector [160, 177], operate a cell phone [178], compose a message [22, 179],
control a mouse pointer [180], and operate an orthosis [181]. This is possible
because of SSVEP’s advantages over other non-invasive BCI systems that are
based on either Slow Cortical Potentials (SCP) [39, 182], Sensori-Motor
Rhythms (SMR) [45, 183, 184], or Visual Event-related Potentials (VEP) [19, 42,
185]. Firstly, SSVEP is an inherent response of the brain and, therefore, little
training is necessary to enable a user to master the control of a SSVEP-based BCI
[100, 186, 187]. Compared to other non-invasive BCIs, SSVEP-based BCIs also
have a higher Signal-to-Noise (SNR) and Information Transfer Rate (ITR) [160,
188]. Finally, SSVEP-based BCIs have more functionality for communication and
control. Reportedly, BCI systems based on frequency encoded SSVEP have
achieved up to 48 commands on one specific subject [189], while SCP or SMRbased BCIs have no more than three commands [174].
It is also known that proper training can help stroke patients to enhance motor
learning, increase joint flexibility, prevent muscle disuse atrophy, enhance neural
plasticity, and improve functional abilities [190]. Especially, active robotic-assisted
therapy, which adopts patients’ engagement to conduct the therapy progress, has
proved to be more effective for treating neurological conditions than conventional
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therapy [191]. While there are several studies [192-196] in upper limb recovery
using motor imagery-based BCIs, lower limb recovery has not been studied in
combination with EEG-based BCIs yet [197]. This is because, at the current stage,
multiple classes or high recognition accuracy is hard to be realized in motor
imagery-based BCIs even after extensive training. Recent research on SSVEPbased BCIs suggests that it is possible to develop a multi-class BCI for complex
commands with reasonable accuracy in robotic control [188]. This chapter extends
this concept into rehabilitation research through the development of an analog
SSVEP-based rehabilitation system, decoding human intent through ‘user
commands’ and ‘concentration intensity’ to drive a robotic exoskeleton.
There are, however, several challenges on the way to adopting SSVEP-based
BCIs into rehabilitation. Firstly, this application environment of rehabilitation will
be much noisier than normal communication cases. These additive noises include
electromagnetic leakage from the motors of robotic exoskeleton, electromyography
(EMG) signals caused by body movement during rehabilitation exercise, and
physiological signals induced by blinking or swallowing. Secondly, the
rehabilitation BCIs should be asynchronous. To help the patients restore their
functions of limbs after stroke, the patients’ engagement is essential to the
efficiency of rehabilitation exercise [17, 198]. In doing so, the patients should
actively control the progress of BCI operation. In addition, there should be an idle
state in which the patients could release the control on the rehabilitation robot and
this robot would then run automatically according to a predefined protocol.
Müller-Putz et al. [199] demonstrated that it was possible to help spinal-cord
injured patients to restore their grasp function via an asynchronous SSVEP-based
BCI. In that study, a four-class BCI based on SSVEP was used to control a two-axis
electrical hand prosthesis and four healthy subjects were recruited to perform an
online test. Data were collected from electrode positions O1 and O2, according to
the international 10-20 electrode system. Although the online classification
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accuracy was limited (ranging from 44% to 88%), it demonstrated that an
asynchronous SSVEP-based BCI is feasible for the control of prosthetic devices.
Ortner et al. [181] reported a patient with tetraplegia who used two flickering
LEDs to open and close an orthosis. The patients gazed at the flickering LEDS with
a specific sequence to perform a grasping task in either 1-3 steps. In their
experiments, seven subjects could operate that asynchronous SSVEP-based BCI to
perform two tasks, and the overall positive predictive value was 78%

10% .

Although the false positive value was high, that work further lit up the way to adopt
an asynchronous SSVEP-based BCI for rehabilitation application.
This chapter will demonstrate that an online asynchronous analog SSVEP-based
BCI, which will employ the amplitudes of SSVEPs to adjust the speed of robotic
motion, could also work reliably in lower limb rehabilitation exercise with high
accuracy. We will introduce a four-class control BCI which operates in three
distinct protocols. The first, “Discrete Initiated Intent (DII)”, is a paradigm that
adopts discretely decoded commands to operate a robotic exoskeleton. After a
user’s intent being recognized, the robotic system will then carry out the desired
task until completed. In the second protocol, “Constant Speed Continuous Intent
(CSCI)”, the user has to concentrate on the command continuously to maintain the
operation on the rehabilitation robot otherwise the exoskeleton movement will stop.
In CSCI protocol, the speed of robotic exoskeleton is constant. Finally “Variable
Speed Continuous Intent (VSCI)” is similar to the CSCI protocol but the speed in
this protocol is variable according to the amplitudes of SSVEP signals. Six healthy
subjects participated in a series of rehabilitation exercise tasks using this online
system to facilitate measurements of each control protocol in terms of time and
accuracy.
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4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Subjects
Six healthy subjects (S1-S6, 5 males and 1 female, aged between 25 and 29,
mean age = 27 ± 2 yrs.) participated in this study. All of them had normal or
corrected to normal vision with no history of clinical visual impairment. All the
subjects were right-handed, according to the test results using the Edinburgh
Handedness Inventory [166]. There were three subjects (S1, S3, and S6) who had
experience in operating a SSVEP-based BCI, while it was the first time for the
remaining three subjects. The subjects, blinking as usual, completed the entire
experiment in a robotic laboratory with thirty-six running personal computers
around. This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of The University of
Auckland. All subjects gave informed consent after a full explanation of the
experimental protocol.

4.2.2 Visual stimulator
The stimulator was displayed in front of each subject using green flickering
LEDs (as shown in Figure 4.1). Each subject was seated in a comfortable chair 100
cm away from a visual stimulation board (12 cm × 15 cm). In accordance with our
previous study, the four target frequencies were set respectively as (from left to
right, up to down),

(5.5 Hz),

(6.0 Hz),

(6.5 Hz),

(7.0 Hz). Each visual

stimulus was a light-array consisting of 4x4 LEDs. The timing of these four LED
flickers was precisely controlled by a microcontroller (ATmega8, Atmel, USA)
with 50/50 on and off duty cycles. The dominant wavelength was 570nm. A matt
surface film was placed on the flickering LEDs, acting as a spatial diffusor for the
purpose of avoiding direct exposure to the light and producing un-patterned
flashing light stimuli.
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Figure 4.1. Schematic of flickering panel. Four green flickering LED-arrays
with different frequencies present four kinds of commands.

4.2.3 EEG recording
EEG signals were sampled (256 Hz sampling rate; 1-60 Hz bandpass; 50 Hz
Notch Filter) and amplified by g.USBamp (g.tec, Austria) with active electrodes.
Two channels O1, O2 were placed according to the 10/20 international system. The
ground electrode was placed at AFz.

4.2.4 SSVEP signal processing
The recorded raw EEG signals were processed by the ANBF algorithm. The
ANBF approach attempts to estimate the frequency components in a signal by
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sequentially decomposing this signal into serial groups of adjacent narrow bands in
frequency-energy space and then analysing the energy distribution of differentialmode signal and common-mode noises in each group. The ANBF method works
based on the two assumptions that a SSVEP signal is the output of a linear system
with the stimulus signal as the input; and the energy distribution of noises in
adjacent narrow bands are uniform or can be expressed by a linear function.
In this study, the input signal

was designated as the differential potential
was decomposed in 4 groups of

between channel O1 and channel O2. Signal

filters, which included respectively five adjacent narrow band filters with span of
0.1 Hz and interval of 0.1 Hz. In order to explore the relationship among filter-span,
latency and accuracy, another set of filter groups, whose spans were 0.3 Hz and
intervals were 0.1 Hz, were also adopted as a control group.
The level of energy aggregation
_
_

can be expressed as

,
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is empirically equal to 0.8, and the constant

.

is empirically equal to 0.7.

4.2.5 Frequency recognition strategy
Linear classification [165] was adopted as the frequency recognition strategy in
this study. After the artifacts had been reduced, the dominant frequency in SSVEP
signal was identified as the central frequency of corresponding band-pass filter
group that had the maximum noise-free
_

1, … , 4 .

_

,

1, … , 4

(4-7)
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4.2.6 Robotic exoskeleton devices
Robotic exoskeletons are devices which are attached to a human subject to aid
the wearer to move their limbs in a more efficient or competent way. These devices
have been actively researched for military and medical applications for a number of
years, fields in which many advances are currently being made. There still are,
however, many hurdles to overcome before they are completely portable and
wearable, not least of the transport of power (batteries, compressors etc.).
Exoskeleton control and the ability to operate in true harmony with the operator
is still one of the least developed parts of exoskeleton design. Many controllers
simply use pure mechanical sensing or even other body parts (for example, hands to
operate a joystick for a lower limb robot) to determine a user’s intent; while this
may be acceptable for healthy people, it is definitely not a plausible scheme for
medical rehabilitation exoskeletons. In this chapter, a SSVEP-based BCI is
developed to allow an exoskeleton user to connect with the device using only their
brain signals to control their limbs. This is aimed at medical rehabilitation for
patients, post-stroke or Incomplete Spinal Cord Injury (ISCI), to help them
rehabilitate. Achieving this will mimic a healthy human neuromuscular system by
re-linking the brain with physical movement and, hence, excite the cortical spinal
pathways and improve recovery. Some examples of exoskeletons and medical
rehabilitation robotics devices which can be controlled by the new BCI are shown
in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2. Rehabilitation devices for (a) gait, (b) knee exercise, and (c) neurorehabilitation setup, including EEG cap, lower limb exoskeleton, visual stimulation
panel and user interface.

4.2.7 Experimental protocols
To simulate the application scenes in actual operations on rehabilitation devices,
three new and different protocols, developed specifically for rehabilitation exercise,
are explored and described below.

4.2.7.1 “Discrete Initiated Intent” (DII)
In this experimental protocol, the user’s intention (e.g., knee flexion or
extension) will be discretely decoded by the SSVEP rules described in Section 4.1.
The robotic system will then carry out the desired task until completed. This means
the user only has to concentrate on the responding light to initiate a specific task,
but then once the intention has been recognized the task will be completed whether
or not the user is still concentrating on it. This algorithm is designed for the
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rehabilitation situations that consist of repetitive trials and each trial includes a
series of complex joint movements. For example, in gait rehabilitation, the users do
not have to command all the individual hip, knee, and ankle angles to achieve the
step, just on the overall task of taking a step. Similarly, for the task of grasping a
ball, the user does not have to command the movements or strength of each finger
since the robot can achieve the force control itself. What the user needs to do is just
control the top level command. This means the user can be freed from boring
repetitive complex tasks as well as the visual fatigue.
In addition, this protocol is able to offset the negative effect of latency and can,
therefore, accelerate the operation of rehabilitation devices. As the user does not
need to be concentrating constantly, once the command has been issued instead, the
user can start to initiate the next command. In the case of walking, once the right
foot has started moving, for instance, the user can start to initialize the command
for the left foot. The single DII experimental protocol is illuminated in Figure 4.3,
where

is the delay time for the SSVEP algorithm to detect the user intent,

the time the user is concentrating on the command and

is

is the total time required

for the exoskeleton to complete the task. Note that the user stops concentrating at
time

yet the command is still sent to the exoskeleton until the task is completed.

Continuous DII experimental protocol is explained in Figure 4.4, where 
represents the task of extension and  represents the task of flexion. In this case,
the user can start to concentrate on the second task around

in advance of the

completion of the first task. Therefore, the total time required for the exoskeleton to
complete two continuous tasks is equal to 2 ∗
continuous tasks is equal to

∗

1 ∗

, and the total time for N
.
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Figure 4.3. Single DII experimental protocol

Figure 4.4. Continuous DII experimental protocol
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4.2.7.2 “Constant Speed Continuous Intent” (CSCI)
Under this experimental protocol the user has to concentrate on the command
continuously otherwise the exoskeleton movement will stop. Similar to the above
mentioned DII protocol, there will be an initial delay to get the motion started.
However, once this motion has started it will continue until the user loses
concentration on this task. If the user loses his concentration before the completion
of a started task and re-concentrates on this uncompleted task, the exoskeleton
movement will continue until the task completes or the user loses concentration
again. This protocol is useful for continuous control of a single joint, where the
command could be flexion or extension. The joint will move continuously at a
predefined speed until the user stops concentrating. This is helpful for diverse
control or individual control. For example, the user is able to control the
exoskeleton to go to a certain position that is not predefined, i.e., a 55° knee flexion.
The advantage of this protocol is that the motion of the exoskeleton is completely
controlled by the user, and once the intent is dropped the motion will stop. This
feature is essential for safety, and it also ensures that the user maintains
concentration during rehabilitation, ensuring that they are always contributing to the
active movement. The CSCI protocol is illuminated in Figure 4.5 and consequent
CSCI protocol is shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.5. CSCI experimental protocol

Figure 4.6. CSCI experimental protocol: In the case of the user loses his
concentration before the task is completed.
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4.2.7.3 “Variable Speed Continuous Intent” (VSCI)
This experimental protocol is similar to the CSCI protocol above, except in this
VSCI protocol the speed of exoskeleton motion is not constant but variable
according to the amplitudes of SSVEP signals, as shown in Figure 4.7. This means
the user has to concentrate on the task to start it, and to maintain concentration until
the task is completed. The robotic exoskeleton will move at various speeds, which
are regulated by the amplitudes of SSVEP signals. These amplitudes are changing
according to the user’s concentration level, since the strength of SSVEP depends
significantly on the level of the user’s attention on visual stimulus [167]. This
protocol is useful for guiding a user to improve concentration on a specific task.

Figure 4.7. VSCI experimental protocol: The user should maintain his
concentration before the task is completed, and the speed of exoskeleton motion is
variable according to the amplitudes of SSVEP signals.
The level of actuation of the SSVEP signal is split into 12 discretized levels for
each command, as shown in Figure 4.8. The actuation was discretized (rather than
using a direct proportional control) to remove noisy signals without using a low
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pass filter which would introduce lag. The system speed, therefore, changes in realtime but does not react to high frequency components which may induce instability
in the mechanical actuators. The aim of the BCI is to be able to replicate normal
walking speed and speed adjustment in a natural way, i.e. start walking slowly,
accelerate to speed and then finally decelerate to a stop. In addition, this protocol
provides feedback to the user in real-time, reminding the user to refocus their
attention when distractions happen. For instance, the user (as shown in Figure 4.8)
was gazing at the target, but the level of attention was degraded at the time around
the 100-second point. In this case, the user realized the deceleration of robotic
motion and could refocus on the target to maintain desired movement until
completing the task. This ensures the person is concentrating and, hence,
contributing to the rehabilitation and improving the time and extent of recovery.

Figure 4.8. Illumination of multi-level of speed adjustment of SSVEP-based
BCI.
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4.2.8 Experimental tasks
Each subject completed two trials consisting of four distinct operation tasks
over all three protocols, thus completing six trials and 24 operation tasks in total.
Task one is “extension”. This involves moving the robotic shank from 30 to 80
(the angle between robotic shank and the vertical). Task two is “flexion”, in which
the robotic shank moves from 80 to 30 . Task three is “cycle” that moves the
robotic shank from 30 to 80 , then from 80 to 30 , and repeats them again.
Finally, the fourth task is “emergency stop” that releases the air in the air muscles
and the robotic shank could move freely. There are 10 seconds rest among each task
and 20 seconds rest between two adjacent trials.

4.2.9 Reaction latency
In order to offset the latency caused by brain reaction time, an experiment to
measure the users’ reaction time is also adopted in this study. In this reaction
experiment, users need to click on a button when they hear an instruction that is the
same as the ones mentioned in Section 4.2.7. The time difference between
“instruction onset” and “clicking a button” is recognized as the reaction latency

.

4.2.10 Control algorithm
In order to control the device a combination of EEG and conventional motion
control has been devised, as shown in the schematic of the control system in Figure
4.9. To do a neuro-rehabilitation, firstly a subject is given a desired task or exercise
by a therapist depending on their injury. The subject then tries to perform the task,
during which EEG signals are read, filtered and features extracted to decode the
user’s intention. The classification block consists of frequency recognition strategy
and the above mentioned protocols. Using the DII, CSCI or VSCI protocol, a
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command is then sent to the exoskeleton, which is coupled to the human limb to
impart the motion required.

Figure 4.9. Structure of Neuro-rehabilitation control system.

The robot includes an internal feedback loop to control the human and
exoskeleton motion and the subject will use visual feedback to decide the next
command to be sent to undertake the desired task. The subject, in effect, is
generating a desired motion or trajectory through their thoughts and it is conducted
by the exoskeleton on the lower limb. The internal motion control of the robot
exoskeleton and patient limb is a model-based linear kinematic controller, tuned to
give good tracking results. The desired speed of the motion can be set to restrict any
over-actuation which might possibly cause pain or discomfort to the user.

4.2.11 Evaluation methods: Net recognition latency
The latency in this study was defined as the delay time (

) for the SSVEP

algorithm to detect the user’s intent, as shown in Figure 4.3~ Figure 4.7. The net
recognition latency (

) where a reaction delay had been offset was defined as
(4-8)

where

denotes the reaction latency.
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To measure the reaction latency and the recognition net latency, in this study
the desired task was instructed by a sound from a speaker and the instructing time
point was recorded for data analysis later.

4.2.12 Accuracy
The accuracy of a SSVEP-based BCI was defined as the percentage of output
that was equal to the target numbers. Then the accuracy is formulated as

100%
where

(4-9)

denotes the quantity of properly recognized targets, and

quantity of total targets. The sampling rates for both

and

denotes the

are 10 Hz and the

effect of latency is deducted. For instance a trial consists of two tasks. The first
0

instructing signal, appearing at

, lasts for 20

s, and the second

instructing signal, appearing at

25

, also lasts for 20

first non-zero output appears at

1.8

, then

by 1 every 0.1

since

1.8

till

s. If the

is starting to be increased

46.8

.

is added by 1

only if the output is equal to the first desired number at the sampling time point
during

1.8

21.8

and
and

21.8

26.8

number at the sampling time during

, the output is equal to zero during
, or the output is equal to the second desired
26.8

and

46.8

.

4.3 Results
Table 4.4 depicts the average reaction times over eight button-click tasks across
all six subjects. The average latency, due to reaction time, is 0.59

0.06 second.

There is no significant difference (p<0.05) among average reaction times across all
six subjects (standard deviation is 0.01 second).
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Table 4.4. Average reaction times over 8 button-clicks for all subjects

Subject

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

Overall
average

Average
(second)

0.603

0.582

0.578

0.586

0.584

0.596

0.59

Standard
deviation

0.081

0.063

0.055

0.071

0.075

0.069

0.06

Table 4.5 depicts the average recognition accuracy, standard deviation, and
recognition latencies over 24 tasks for all six subjects. For the ANBF method with
0.3 Hz filter spans, the average recognition accuracy is 96.0%
overall average net latency is 2.8

0.6 seconds. For the ANBF method with 0.1 Hz

filter spans, the average recognition accuracy is 98.9%
average net latency is 4.3

4.2% and the

1.5% and the overall

0.5 seconds. The comparison of recognition accuracy

among all the subjects is also shown in Figure 4.10.
The average net latencies of ANBF with 0.1 Hz span are statistically
significantly larger than the ones of ANBF with 0.3 Hz (p<0.05), and the latency
difference between these two ANBFs is 1.45

0.30

. The average net

recognition latencies and the standard deviations across four rehabilitation tasks for
each subject are shown in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12. However, the average
recognition accuracies of ANBF method with 0.1 Hz span were statistically
significantly higher than the ones of ANBF method with 0.3 Hz for all six subjects
(p<0.05), as shown in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5. Average recognition accuracy and latency over 24 tasks for each subject
Average recognition
accuracy

Standard deviation

Average net latency
(seconds)

Accuracy
difference
(●)
(%)

Latency
difference
(▲)
(seconds)

Subject

0.3 Hz (†)

0.1 Hz (†)

0.3 Hz (†)

0.1 Hz (†)

0.3 Hz (†)

0.1 Hz (†)

S1

97.2%

100.0%

1.4%

0.0%

2.1

3.7

2.8%

1.6

S2

88.0%

96.1%

1.7%

1.4%

3.5

4.5

8.1%

1.1

S3

99.5%

99.8%

0.7%

0.3%

2.2

3.7

0.3%

1.4

S4

97.6%

99.0%

2.2%

1.2%

2.5

4.3

1.4%

1.8

S5

95.4%

98.6%

2.5%

1.1%

3.2

4.9

3.2%

1.7

S6

98.3%

100.0%

2.4%

0.0%

3.5

4.6

1.7%

1.1

Average across
subjects
(mean±SD)

96.0±4.2%

98.9±1.5%

2.8±0.6

4.3±0.5

2.9±2.7%

1.5±0.3

Where (●) stands for the accuracy difference which equals to the average recognition accuracy of ANBF method with 0.1 Hz span minus
the one of ANBF with 0.3 Hz span, (▲) stands for the recognition latency of ANBF with 0.1 Hz span minus the one of ANBF with 0.3 Hz
span, and (†) stands for the span of the filters in ANBF method.
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Figure 4.10. Average accuracy and standard deviation across 24 tasks for each subject. Dot marked lines and cross marked lines represent
the results of ANBF methods with 0.1 Hz span and 0.3 Hz span, respectively. This figure shows that the ANBF method with narrower filter span
can get higher recognition accuracy for all six subjects.
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Figure 4.11. (a) Latency and standard deviation with respect to filter span for various subjects (subject S1 ~ S3) using ANBF
method. Square marked lines and triangle marked lines represent the results of ANBF methods with 0.1 Hz span and 0.3 Hz span,
respectively. This figure indicates that the ANBF with 0.3 Hz span could get faster (shorter latency) recognition than the ANBF with
0.1 Hz span.
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Figure 4.12. (b) Latency and standard deviation with respect to filter span for various subjects (subject S4 ~ S6) using ANBF
method. Square marked lines and triangle marked lines represent the results of ANBF methods with 0.1 Hz span and 0.3 Hz span,
respectively. This figure indicates that the ANBF with 0.3 Hz span could get faster (shorter latency) recognition than the ANBF with
0.1 Hz span.
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4.4 Discussion
This study explored an online asynchronous analog BCI based on SSVEP to
perform a lower limb rehabilitation exoskeleton. The proposed asynchronous
SSVEP-based BCI had great potential to enable motor-disabled patients to actively
participate in their own rehabilitation exercise and this active engagement could
greatly improve the efficiency of rehabilitation process. Data from six healthy
subjects were collected, and the experimental results showed that the performance
was better than previous studies.
One advantage of the ANBF method tested here is that “idle state” is adopted in
this study. Unlike a BCI without a “brain switch”, in which subjects have to
concentrate intensely for all the time on operating the system to avoid positive false
responses, the ANBF method, with a predefined threshold, allows users to send
commands whenever they want. Thus, our system allows users much more
flexibility and freedom when they are performing a lower limb rehabilitation robot.
In addition, this feature ensures the users to maintain their level of focus on their
own rehabilitation exercise and guarantee the exercise is always active rather than
passive. Once a user’s mind deviates from a desired task, the degrading output can
remind users to re-concentrate on the control of the robotic exoskeleton.
In addition, the recording system consisting of a few electrodes employed in
this study is helpful for cutting costs, improving ease of use, and miniaturizing the
size of the system. Compared to previous studies in which usually more than 6
electrodes were used to maintain reasonable recognition accuracy, our system,
including only three electrodes (two recording electrodes and one ground
electrodes), can shorten the setup time and alleviate the discomfort caused by multielectrode contact on the scalp.
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It is important to note that both accuracy and speed are adjustable in this study,
just by simply modifying the span of the band-pass filters or the threshold of
SSVEP amplitudes. However, in doing so to improve the accuracy, it will prolong
the latency and, therefore, cause the speed be degraded, and vice versa. As the
accuracy is more important than the speed in rehabilitation application, especially in
the training stage, the proposed method could improve the recognition accuracy via
slightly sacrificing the speed according to the application demand. This guarantees
the system could be operated by any potential users with reasonable accuracy; even
if they have very limited experience in operating SSVEP-based BCIs.
The users’ level of attention on the desired target is essential in achieving a high
level of accuracy when operating a SSVEP-based BCI. This means users could
improve their performance in terms of accuracy by maintaining a high level of
concentration on the desired target instead of sacrificing the operation speed. For
example, the experienced subject S3 could achieve recognition accuracy at 100%
with average latency ranging from 1.6 seconds to 2.4 seconds. Thus, this system
could also evolve in the performance with the users improving their skills in
operating the SSVEP-based BCI.
There are also several open questions which arise from this study. Firstly, it is
possible to improve the recognition accuracy by optimizing the positions of two
recording sites. In this study, we located the recording sites at O1 and O2, which
were normally used in the studies with few electrodes [153, 199, 200]. However,
the functional area of the human brain is widespread, dynamic and plastic [170-172,
186, 201]. Moreover, the diversity of the human brain across individuals [201]
results in a great difficulty to determine a fixed position to optimize the signal to
noise ratio (SNR). Thus it may be difficult to find an optimal recording position to
suit all users; it is worth trialling 4 to 5 possible optimal recording sites that may
cover the optimal sites for most potential users. Then an adjustable frame can be
used to mount the recording electrodes whose locations can, therefore, be modified
to fit a specific user. Secondly, it is necessary to find a solution to reduce the users’
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visual fatigue while operating a SSVEP-based BCI. Several subjects reported visual
fatigue after gazing at the flickering LEDs for a lengthy period. This adverse
reaction is also reported in previous studies [202-204]. A possible solution to settle
this visual fatigue issue is to investigate and optimize the parameters of visual
stimulation such as the flickering frequency [205], colour [206, 207], and
brightness [208] of the LED light.
The proposed asynchronous analog SSVEP-based BCI was tested on healthy
subjects, but in future a full clinical trial will be conducted to validate this BCI
system on stroke patients for performing the lower limb rehabilitation.

4.5 Chapter summary
This chapter has demonstrated an online asynchronous analog SSVEP-based
BCI for lower limb rehabilitation for the first time. ANBF algorithm has been
employed to suppress artifacts and extract frequency features in EEG. Following
this, a linear classification method is adopted as a recognition strategy. Experiments
were done in a normal robotic laboratory with three recording electrodes and all the
subjects were free in blinking or swallowing during the experiments. Experimental
results on multiple subjects showed that the proposed approach achieved a high
recognition accuracy and good reliability when operating a SSVEP-based BCI for
lower limb rehabilitation. The proposed ANBF method would be a good method for
artifacts suppression and frequency feature extraction in frequency coded BCIs.
In addition, three new and distinct protocols have been proposed specifically for
rehabilitation exercise. The experimental results show that these protocols have
great potential either to reduce the subjects’ workload and visual fatigue, increase
the BCI operation speed, or enhance the efficiency of limb rehabilitation exercise.
Moreover, the introduced analog system not only can provide feedback to the user
in real-time for the aim of maintaining concentration, but also is able to replicate
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normal walking speed and speed adjustment in a natural way for walking aids in
daily life.
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Impact of electrode positions and harmonic
frequency components in SSVEP-based BCIs

SSVEP-based BCIs have been recognized as having the greatest potential to be
used in daily life since they tend to outperform more traditional BCIs in terms of
detection accuracy and information transfer rates. However, speed and accuracy are
not the only important factors that affect the users’ acceptance of adopting BCIs in
their daily lives. It is also essential to improve the ease of use such as reducing the
number of necessary electrodes without decreasing speed or accuracy. This study
investigated the extent to which electrode positions, derivation methods, and
harmonics will affect the performance of a SSVEP-based BCI.
This chapter on a 4-class SSVEP-based BCI revealed that SSVEPs are
dominant in three electrodes in the centre of the occipital area. In addition, the use
of three SSVEP harmonics, which employed harmonic sum decision both in
monopolar derivation and bipolar derivation, did not yield a significantly higher
detection accuracy than was the case for using only the fundamental harmonic.
During online experiments the six healthy subjects investigated achieved detection
accuracy

of

the

1& 2& 3: 62.0

first
9.9%,

harmonic

1: 63.8

5.6% ,

as

compared

to

with monopolar derivation. In contrast,

using two-channel bipolar derivation increased the mean detection accuracy to
89.4

5.6%

using only harmonic H1 and 88.6

4.6%

) combining all three harmonics (H1, H2 and H3), respectively.
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5.1 Introduction
Compared to other kinds of non-invasive BCIs, SSVEP-based BCIs are less
susceptible to artifacts produced by blinking or eye movements [209] and to
electromyographic noise contamination [210]. Research in this field has increased
substantially within the last ten years. A great variety of SSVEP-based BCIs have
been developed in order to improve people’s quality of life. Typical applications
include composing messages [22, 211], control of a mouse cursor [180], operating a
wheelchair [212], conducting active rehabilitation exercises [13], and controlling a
hand orthosis [200].
So far published SSVEP-based BCIs are still demonstrated in laboratories only.
Besides the factors of speed and accuracy, ease of use is also an essential factor that
affects the users’ acceptance of adopting BCIs in their daily lives. Reducing the
number of necessary electrodes without decreasing speed or accuracy is one of the
possible solutions to this issue.
In most previous SSVEP-related literature [157, 213, 214] differential input,
bipolar derivation which is derived from electroencephalogram (EEG) signals from
electrode positions O1 and O2 (according to international 10-20 electrode system),
have been employed. An alternative method uses monopolar derivation [80, 177]
which uses a single channel or high-density electrodes referencing to ground
electrodes. Typically, it is reported that high-density recording paradigms, with a
better use of extra information [215], demonstrate better performance. However,
these experiments are usually designed and conducted independently and so it is
hard to compare the performance of detection accuracy directly due to individual
variances and different experimental protocols.
As body tissues are conductors, SSVEPs can in principle be recorded over the
whole scalp. However, it is known that SSVEPs are typically dominant in the
occipital area. Undoubtedly, fewer electrodes make BCIs more user-friendly and
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cost effective. These factors give fewer-electrode BCIs a practical advantage over
high-density recording. Thus, it is valuable to locate the optimal recording sites, to
investigate and compare the influence of monopolar derivation with bipolar
derivation, with the same experimental protocols within the same group of subjects.
The induced SSVEPs include the same fundamental frequency (namely the first
harmonic H1) as the stimulating frequency along with sub-harmonics [133] and
higher harmonics [216]. The thought that combining extra information may
improve the detection accuracy leads researchers to find ways to better use these
harmonics. Thus, in addition to employing multi-channel recording to increase the
possibilities of achieving higher accuracy, multi harmonics have also been adopted
in detecting SSVEPs [157, 178, 189, 211, 217]. However, there is no solid evidence
which supports the hypothesis that combining higher harmonics can significantly
increase the detection accuracy, since the individual variance and difference in
experimental protocols should also be taken into account. In addition, a recent
study [160] showed that adopting all three harmonics, compared to using only
harmonic H1, achieved similar detection accuracy. It may even have achieved
lower accuracy in some cases [160]. This phenomenon agreed quite well with an
earlier study [217] which showed that four out of ten subjects achieved higher
detection accuracy using only harmonic H1 rather than adopting all three harmonics.
It should be noted that the results were reversed on two of these four subjects when
the method for feature extraction was changed. Obviously, the fewer harmonics
used for classification, the less computation resources will be demanded, bringing
the advantage of shorter detection latency without sacrificing the detection accuracy.
The mechanism underlying SSVEP amplitude in humans continues to be
debated [218]. In order to improve the performance of SSVEP-based BCIs, a series
of effective investigations has been conducted on parameters such as visual signal
structure [219], user attention [220], stimulus colour [221], stimulus frequency
[222-224], stimulus shape and device (e.g., LED or computer screen) [225] and
intensity of stimulus [61]. While it is known that the SSVEP signals include the
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fundamental frequency and higher harmonics, to date, no investigation of the
relationship between the SNR of outputs and the number of adopted harmonics in
SSVEP-based BCIs has been presented.
The aim of this study is twofold; firstly, the impact of electrode positions and
the derivation methods on the SNRs of processed SSVEP signals and the detection
accuracy is evaluated; secondly, the influence of combining all three harmonics,
compared to using only fundamental frequency, on the SNRs as well as the
classification accuracy is investigated. A previous study suggested that the strongest
SSVEP response is obtained in the range of 5~20 Hz [133]. Thus, the four Light
Emitting Diode (LED) arrays of the visual stimulation unit were programmed to
flicker simultaneously within 5.5~7.0 HZ, whereby the second and the third
harmonics were all in the range of the strongest SSVEP response. This design
opens the possibility to evaluate the amplitudes of higher harmonics and to observe
the influence of the second (H2) and the third (H3) harmonics. Six healthy
participants were recruited in a series of online experiments to operate this fourclass SSVEP-based BCI.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 EEG experiments

5.2.1.1 Subjects
In total, six healthy participants (S1-S6, 5 males and 1 female) were recruited to
this study, aged 27 ± 2 (mean ± SD) years. All participants had normal or corrected
to normal vision with no history of clinical eye diseases. All of them were seated in
a comfortable armchair, 100 cm in front of the visual stimulation panel. It was the
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first time for three subjects (S2, S4, and S5) to use a BCI, while the remaining three
subjects had some experience in operating a SSVEP-based BCI. The participants,
blinking as usual, completed the entire experiment in a robotic laboratory with 36
running personal computers around. All participants are right-handed according to
the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory [166] test results. All participants gave
informed consent after a full explanation of the experimental protocol. This study
was approved by the Ethics Committee of The University of Auckland.

5.2.1.2 EEG recording
EEG signals were sampled (256 Hz sampling rate; 1-60 Hz bandpass; 50 Hz
Notch Filter) and amplified by g.USBamp (g.tec, Austria) with active electrodes.
Eight electrodes were placed at O1, Oz, O2, Po7, Po3, Poz, Po4, and Po8 according
to the 10/20 international system. The ground electrode was placed at AFz, as
shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1. Eight EEG recording sites of SSVEP according to the 10/20
international system.
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5.2.1.3 Visual stimulator
The stimulator consisted of 2 × 2 green (dominant wavelength: 570nm)
flickering LED arrays which were mounted on a visual stimulation board (12 cm ×
15 cm). In accordance with our previous study [13] and for the sake of reasonable
amplitudes of harmonics (up to the third harmonic), the four target frequencies were
set respectively as (from left to right, up to down) f1 (5.5 Hz), f2 (6.0 Hz), f3 (6.5
Hz), f4 (7.0 Hz). The timing of these four LED flickers was precisely controlled by
a microcontroller (ATmega8, Atmel, USA) with 50/50 on and off duty cycles.

5.2.2 SSVEP signal processing
A method named Narrow Band Filter (NBF) algorithm, which is simplified
from previous ANBF algorithm [13], is adopted in this study. The NBF method
attempts to calculate the distribution of frequency components in a signal by
sequentially decomposing this signal into serial groups of narrow bands in
frequency-energy space. The NBF algorithm works based on the two assumptions
that the SSVEP response of a human’s visual system is synchronous to the visual
stimulus signals; SSVEP signals consist of fundamental frequency and higher
harmonics to corresponding visual stimulus [133].
In this study, the input signal was filtered by 4 groups of narrow band filters.
Each one consisted of 3 Butterworth band-pass filters with a span of 0.2 Hz, as
shown in Figure 5.2. The SNR was then computed using the averaged energy of a
given band when corresponding visual stimulus presented to its averaged energy
when corresponding visual stimulus was absent:

10
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∙
∙
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(5-1)

∙
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Figure 5.2. Illustration of the frame of signal processing with NBF method.
Where

1, … , 4;

1,2,3 is respectively the energy from a narrow band

around the jth harmonic of the ith specific frequency

1, … , 4 . For example,

represents the energy from a narrow band with 0.2 Hz span around the
fundamental frequency of the 2nd frequency ( ).
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1
0
1, … , 4;
around the

1,2,3 is respectively the energy from a narrow band

harmonic of the

specific frequency

1, … , 4 . For example,

represents the energy from a narrow band, which has a span of 0.2 Hz around
the fundamental frequency of the 2

frequency ( ).

Same to Chapter 4, a linear classification [165] is employed as the frequency
recognition method in this work. A desired target is identified if its corresponding
frequency is equal to the dominant frequency whose amplitude is also larger than a
predefined threshold. An idle state is identified and the output is assigned to zero if
the amplitude of the dominant frequency is less than this predefined threshold.
The classification accuracy was defined as the percentage of output which
amounted to the desired targets, deducting the effect of latency. The classification
accuracy is formulated as

100%
where

represents the quantity of time points when targets (including an idle

state) are properly recognized, and
sampling rates for both
appears at

(5-2)

0

and

denotes the quantity of total time points. The

are 256 Hz. For instance, the first instructing signal

and last for 20

equal to 2.5 seconds, then

s. If the latency of recognition is

will be added by 1 every 1/256

is equal to 0 at the sampling time points during
amounted to 1 during

2.5~22.5

0~2.5

if the output
, or the output is

.
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5.2.3 Experimental paradigms

5.2.3.1 Study 1: the NBF’s capability on irrelevant signals suppression
This study aimed to measure the NBF method’s capability on irrelevant signals
suppression. Ideally, only one channel responds to a pure sinus input, whose
frequency was inside the pass-band of that channel. In this study, the input signals
were simulated by a computer which produced continuous sinus signals at
frequencies of

(5.5 Hz),

(6.0 Hz),

(6.5 Hz),

(7.0 Hz), and their harmonics

respectively.

5.2.3.2 Study 2: harmonics in SSVEPs of consecutive sweep trials
The experiment consisted of 4 runs containing 4 trials each. Each trial lasted for
30 seconds and each run lasted for 120 seconds. All four LED arrays were lit
simultaneously with different frequencies. Participants were instructed to switch
focus on flickering lights according to voice prompts: from second 0 to 20 the
participants had to gaze at the first light flickering at the frequency of 5.5 Hz,
followed by a 10-second visual rest. From second 30 to 50 the participants had to
gaze at the second flickering light whose frequency was 6.0 Hz. Then, there was
another short visual rest for 10 seconds. Subsequently, the third trial started and the
participants had to gaze at the third light array. After each run a short break was
inserted. The whole experiment lasted about half an hour.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Results of study 1: the NBF’s capability on irrelevant signals
suppression
The results of SNR of outputs from the NBF module whose inputs are
simulated sinus signals are given in Table 5.4. Data in each row represent the SNRs
of output in all channels, which are responses to a specific sinus signal. For instance,
the SNR is equal to 33.5 dB in the F1_H1 channel (the first harmonic of frequency
) when the input is a sinus at frequency

, and the SNRs are equal to 4.2 dB and -

7.4 dB respectively in the F1_H2 and F1_H3 channels (the second and the third
harmonics of frequency

). The SNRs of the other channels are all less than -60 dB.

The comparisons of SNRs between the same frequency response and irrelevant
response were all significant (p<0.01). This means that the NBF method is capable
of suppressing irrelevant signals.
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Table 5.4 the SNRs of outputs from the NBF module for the inputs with different frequencies. The largest SNR is printed in bold.
SNRoutput (dB)
Inputs

F1 (5.5 Hz)

F2 (6.0 Hz)

F3 (6.5 Hz)

F4 (7.0 Hz)

H1

H2

H3

H1

H2

H3

H1

H2

H3

H1

H2

H3

33.5

4.2

-7.4

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

2

17.7

33.6

10.2

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

3

16.1

15.9

33.6

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

33.5

5.6

-3.0

-60.0

-54.0

-54.0

*

*

*

2

*

*

*

13.3

33.6

14.7

*

*

*

*

*

*

3

*

*

*

11.8

14.1

33.6

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

33.5

11.8

10.9

*

*

*

2

*

*

*

*

*

*

3.4

33.6

17.6

*

*

*

3

*

*

*

*

*

*

9.1

10.5

33.6

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

33.6

13.2

11.1

2

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

14.9

33.6

12.4

3

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

16.5

15.5

33.6

where H1 means the first harmonic, H2 means the second harmonic, and H3 means the third harmonic. * denotes < -60 dB.
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5.3.2 Results of study 2: harmonics in SSVEPs of consecutive sweep trials

5.3.2.1 SNR: Monopolar derivation V.S. Bipolar derivation
An overview of the SNRs calculated from all six subjects, using monopolar
derivations and bipolar derivations, is given in Figure 5.3. The vertical axis
represents the SNRs of outputs. The anterior 8 groups of bars show the averaged
results from electrode #1 to electrode #8, respectively, using monopolar derivations,
the 9

group of bars show the results of averaged SNR from previous 8 electrodes,

and the 10

group of bars show the results using bipolar derivations, whose input

is the signals from electrode #2 minus the ones from electrode #6. The first bar of
each group represents the SNR of corresponding input using fundamental frequency
(the first harmonic). The second and the third bar of each group represent the SNRs
using the second harmonic and the third harmonic, respectively.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to evaluate the effects of
different derivations, monopolar and bipolar. Results show that all SNRs of the first
harmonics based on bipolar derivation are significantly larger than the ones based
on monipolar derivation (p < 0.01). Typically, the improvement of SNR is 5~20 dB.
The SNRs of the second and the third harmonics, based on bipolar derivation,
also show the same trend to significance (p < 0.01). However, there are several
exceptions. The SNRs for the second harmonics of frequency
subject S6) and frequency

(subject S1 and

(subject S1) are no larger than the ones using

monopolar derivation. In addition, the SNRs for the third harmonics of frequency
and frequency

(subject S3 and subject S4), using bipolar derivation, also reveal

this.
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5.3.2.2 Electrode localization
To investigate the significance of each electrode, the averaged SNRs of each
electrode from monopolar channels are computed by averaging four runs of each
subject, as shown in Figure 5.3. ANOVA was also performed to evaluate the
weights of SNRs from each electrode to the SNRs of average, eight electrodes on
every subject in total. The results showed that the SNRs of H1 from three electrodes
(electrode #1 (O1), #2 (Oz), and #3 (O2)) were significantly (p < 0.01) larger than
the ones of the other five electrodes. Three out of six subjects (subject S2, S5, S6)
showed the same trend that the SNRs of H2 from these three electrodes (electrode
#1, #2, and #3) were significantly larger than the ones of others (p < 0.01). Only
two out of six subjects (subject S2, S5) showed dominant SNRs of H3 components
from these three electrodes.
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Figure 5.3. SNRs of each electrode in monopolar derivation mode versus the ones of in bipolar derivation mode. Number 1 to 8 in horizontal
axis denote the sequent number of recording electrodes respectively, number 9 represents the average SNR of signals from all eight electrodes,
and number 10 denotes the SNRs in bipolar mode (the input is equal to the signal from electrode #2 minus the signal from electrode #6).
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5.3.2.3 Individual variances on H1, H2, and H3 components
To investigate the individual variances and the impact of derivation methods on
H1, H2, and H3 components, the mean SNRs of three dominant electrodes from
monopolar derivation and the mean SNRs from bipolar derivation are presented in
Figure 5.4. The horizontal axis represents subject code. The averaged results of SNRs
are given in Table 5.5.
In monopolar mode, the SNRs of H1 components are significantly (p<0.01)
larger than the ones of H2 and H3 components at the frequencies of 5.5 Hz, 6.0 Hz,
6.5 Hz, and 7.0 Hz. The SNRs of H1 components increase with the increment of
frequency, while the SNRs of H2 and H3 remain stable.
In bipolar mode, the SNRs of H1 components are also significantly (p<0.01)
larger than the ones of H2 and H3 components at all four frequency points. The
SNRs of H1 components remain stable and show little correlation with the
frequency change in the ranges between 5.5 Hz and 7.0 Hz. Though the SNRs of
H2 components increase slightly with the increment of frequency and are
marginally larger than the ones in monopolar mode, they have large variances. This
means that the SNRs of the H2 components have great individual variances among
subjects. H3 components are obvious at the frequencies of 5.5 Hz and 6.0 Hz with
small individual variances. However, the SNRs of H3 components decrease sharply
at frequencies of 6.5 Hz and 7.0 Hz, where they also have large variances among
different subjects.
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Figure 5.4. Comparison between averaged SNRs in bipolar derivation and averaged SNRs of electrode #1, #2, and #3 in monopolar
derivation. The upper bar graph shows the averaged SNRs from monopolar derivation using three electrodes (electrode #1, #2, and #3), and the
lower shows the averaged SNRs from bipolar derivation using two electrodes (electrode #2 minus electrode #6). The horizontal axis represents
subject code.
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Table 5.5 Comparison of SNRs of three harmonics among all six subjects in monopolar and bipolar derivations (mean ± SD, unit: dB).
F1 (5.5 Hz)
H1
monopolar 9.3±1.9
biopolar

H2
7.5±2.6

F2 (6.0 Hz)
H3

H1

H2

4.4±3.3 10.9±1.6 5.4±3.1

F3 (6.5 Hz)
H3

H1

H2

4.1±2.8 15.9±5.1 6.3±3.5

F4 (7.0 Hz)
H3

H1

3.0±3.3 16.4±3.0

20.9±4.4 9.3±5.2 12.7±2.6 21.3±4.9 9.4±5.9 10.0±2.8 21.3±3.2 10.1±6.3 6.4±5.9

H2

H3

6.5±3.3

4.4±3.4

23.5±3.8 13.3±7.1 7.2±7.9
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5.3.2.4 Accuracy
An overview of the classification accuracy calculated, using monopolar and
bipolar derivation, is presented in Figure 5.5. The average recognition latency is
equal to 2.5

0.8

. To simplify the computation of detection accuracy

using Equation (5-2) and to offset the latency bias, the recognition latency is
assigned to 2.48

. The left bar graph shows the results from monopolar

derivation, and the right bar graph represents the results from bipolar derivation.
The first bar for each subject denotes the best accuracy out of 8 channels using only
harmonic H1; the second bar represents the best accuracy using all three harmonics
(H1, H2, and H3).
ANOVA has been adopted and the results show that the accuracies obtained
with bipolar derivation
are significantly (p
derivation ( 1: 63.8

1: 89.4

5.6% , 1& 2& 3: 88.6

4.6%,

0.01) higher than the ones obtained with monopolar

5.6%,

1& 2& 3: 62.0

9.9%,

). For each

subject, there are slight differences in accuracy between adopting only one
harmonic H1 and combining all three harmonics (H1, H2 and H3) using the same
derivation. Furthermore, we found increasing mean accuracy, when combining all
three harmonics in five cases out of the total of twelve, compared to the same cases
that only applied H1 component (e.g., subject S2 with both monopolar and bipolar
derivations, as well as subject S5 with bipolar derivation).
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Figure 5.5. Accuracies of six subjects (indicated by subject code on the horizontal axis). The left bar graph shows the results from
monopolar derivation, and the right bar graph represents the results from bipolar derivation. The first bar for each subject denotes the
best accuracy out of 8 channels using only harmonic H1; the second bar represents the best accuracy using three harmonics (H1, H2,
and H3).
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5.4 Discussion
This work investigates the impact of electrode positions on SNRs of SSVEP
signals and the relationship between the number of harmonics and detection
accuracy for SSVEP-based BCIs. To calculate the amplitudes of harmonics and to
suppress the irrelevant signals, the NBF method was adopted to process the SSVEP
signals. Furthermore, two methods of derivation, monopolar and bipolar, were used
with a simple harmonic sum decision and a linear classification method for
detection.

5.4.1 Advantages of NBF used in this study
One advantage of the NBF method adopted here is that the NBF algorithm has a
steep band-pass characteristics and outstanding frequency resolution. Simulation
results indicate that the NBF method has more than 90 dB signal rejection between
two adjacent target frequencies, whose frequency interval is 0.5 Hz, in this study.
For instance, the output of F1_H1 channel is 33.5 dB, while the output of F2_H1
channel is less than -60dB when a sinus signal at frequency F1 is presented as the
input. Additionally, in contrast to Discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) there is no
windowing necessary for the NBF method, which means that the spectral leakage in
NBF is very limited. These features are essential to compute the amplitudes of
harmonics in SSVEP signals accurately.

5.4.2 Comparison of SNRs from derivations: monopolar V.S. bipolar
The mean SNRs of the harmonics of every single electrode with monopolar
derivation are compared with the ones with bipolar derivation. It could be shown
that the highest SNRs were reached by using the bipolar derivation. Compared to
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the monopolar derivation, there was a large increase in the SNR results from 13.1
dB to 21.7dB for harmonic H1, 6.4 dB to 10.5 dB for harmonic H2, and 4.0 dB to
9.1 dB for harmonic H3.
It was also indicated that higher harmonics (the second and the third harmonics)
showed several exceptions and individual variances. This meant that, in contrast to
monopolar derivation, the SNRs of higher harmonics with bipolar derivation
decreased in some cases, such as H2 of subject S1, H3 of subject S3 in frequencies
and

. It also indicated that subjects’ optimal recording channel positions for

higher harmonics differed strongly, although there were some electrodes that were
dominant in most subjects.

5.4.3 Impact of electrode positions on SNRs
The SNRs of harmonic H1 from electrodes (#1, #2, and #3), which are located
near the visual cortex area, were significantly (p<0.01) larger than the ones from
other electrodes and indicated little individual variances. This means that it is
possible to decrease the number of electrodes without sacrificing the detection
accuracy and to develop a universal recording site pattern, which suits most of the
potential users. This conclusion agrees quite well with a previous study by Scherer
[226] which showed that the reduction of the number of EEG channels from 30 to 5
decreases the detection from 87.1% to 83.2%, that is, only 3.9%.
The three largest SNRs of higher harmonics with monopolar derivation are,
however, not dominantly distributed at the above mentioned electrodes (#1, #2, and
#3). They show a high degree of dispersion and large individual variances. The
SNRs of higher harmonics with bipolar derivation also indicate a high degree of
individual variances, and vary a lot with the corresponding fundamental frequency
for a specific subject.
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5.4.4 Impact factors on detection accuracy
There was a large increase of detection accuracy for bipolar derivation by using
only harmonic H1, compared with monopolar derivation, from 63.8% to 89.4% , as
shown in Figure 5.5. In contrast, combining all three harmonics (H1, H2, and H3)
may slightly increase the detection accuracy, but may also negatively affect the
results. Taking subject S1 as an example, the mean detection accuracy of four runs
is 52.4% using only harmonic H1 with monopolar derivation, while this value
decreases to 42.6% when higher harmonics are combined. In contrast, the mean
detection accuracy rises to 95.3% using bipolar derivation with only harmonic H1,
while it descends to 87.5% when other two higher harmonics are also adopted. The
descent when combining higher harmonics matches the findings in a previous study
by Müller [217], which has indicated that four out of ten subjects had a higher
detection accuracy using only harmonic H1 than combining all three harmonics and
the rest had a similar detection accuracy or slightly benefited from adopting higher
harmonics. Similar results were also reported in a later study by Guangyu [160],
which showed that higher recognition accuracy could be achieved by using only
harmonic H1 rather than employing harmonic H1+H2 or H1+H2+H3.
One possibility is that in this study both amplitudes and SNRs of H1
components are dominantly larger than the ones of higher harmonics and the
amplitudes of three harmonics are added algebraically. This implies that combining
all three harmonics, compared to using only harmonic H1, can increase the SNR or
detection accuracy only if the SNRs of H2 components or H3 components are
larger than the ones of H1 components. For instance, three subjects (S2, S5, S6)
show dominant higher harmonics (with monopolar or bipolar derivation) at some
specific frequency points and they get a slight increase in detection accuracies. The
second possible reason is that the SNRs of harmonic H1 and the higher harmonics
are correlated rather than being independent of each other. This means that it is
redundant to adopt higher harmonics for improving the classification accuracy.
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It should be noted that the detection accuracy does not necessarily increase with
the growth of the number of EEG channels. More electrodes may bring extra useful
information to increase the detection accuracy, while they may, on the other hand,
also catch the nuisance signals that spoil the input. The detection accuracy improves
with a proper derivation method or a channel selection approach [227-230]. Friman
and his colleagues [148] demonstrated that a very low number (N=2) of well-placed
electrodes can achieve higher accuracy than more electrodes (N=6).

5.5 Open questions
There are also several questions that arise from this study. Firstly, it is possible
to develop a model or an algorithm to decouple the higher harmonics from the
fundamental frequency (H1). The decoupled higher harmonics may also contribute
to increasing detection accuracy. However, this decoupling will be based on better
understanding of the mechanisms in the human brain, especially on the workflow of
visual neural system. Secondly, using other combination methods for harmonics
rather than simple harmonic sum decision (HSD) may better utilise the advantages
of higher harmonics and may, therefore, achieve higher detection accuracy. Müller
and his colleagues [157] reported that applying Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
[231] in a 4-class SSVEP-based BCI could achieve higher classification accuracy
with three harmonics than the one with only harmonic H1, after extensive training
with the data already obtained. However, the performance decreased in a new
session due to the changes of the reactivity of the corresponding cortical networks
and drifting of the optimal parameters. While the LDA solution will also become
too complex with the growing number of target classes, it shows the possibility of
finding a solution to better use the higher harmonics.
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5.6 Future work
This study was conducted on six healthy subjects, but in future a series of tests
which cover more participants will be done to further verify the above findings. In
addition, a full clinical trial will also be conducted to validate the findings on stroke
patients for performing a SSVEP-based BCI with a bigger class of targets.

5.7 Chapter summary
The impact of electrode positions and harmonic frequency components on the
classification accuracy in SSVEP-based BCIs has been investigated in this chapter.
Six healthy subjects were recruited to operate a four-class SSVEP-based BCI with
eight recording channels. A NBF algorithm was adopted to analyse the three
harmonics (fundamental frequency, the second harmonic and the third harmonic) in
recorded SSVEP signals. Two strategies, monopolar derivation and bipolar
derivation, for extracting information from multiple electrode signals have been
investigated and compared with each other.
The best detection accuracy was achieved with bipolar derivation with 89.4
5.6% mean

SD using only harmonic H1 and 88.6

4.6% mean

SD if

all three harmonics (H1, H2 and H3) are combined. Results indicate that high
classification accuracy can be achieved by using only harmonic H1. However,
simply adding the amplitudes of multi-harmonics cannot improve the detection
accuracy significantly and may even decrease the detection accuracy slightly in
some cases due to the higher harmonics having lower SNRs and greater individual
variances. Moreover, the significantly improved detection accuracy with two
electrodes from bipolar derivation implies that it is possible to achieve high
classification accuracy with a very low number of well-situated electrodes and a
proper signal processing algorithm.
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Additionally, participants were allowed to blink as usual during the test and all
the experiments in this study were conducted in a laboratory which was electrically
much noisier than the environment of normal daily life. This shows the capabilities
and effectiveness of very few electrodes SSVEP-based BCIs outside specialized
laboratories.
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A hybrid EEG-based Brain Computer
Interface (BCI) for gaming application

As interfaces between brain and computers, EEG-based BCIs are also useful in
addition to the realm of assistive tools. This chapter proposes a hybrid EEG-based
BCI for controlling a video game using EEG rhythms and SSVEPs. It presents
culmination of the prior chapters as applied to a much more complex case for
gaming that involves training aspects and more complex commands. An EEG cap
with seven active electrodes is used to collect users’ brain signals. After being denoised and classified using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), the ANBF method and
adaptive thresholds, the signals are translated to video game control commands.
These control commands are used to control actions of game characters in a video
game called “Super Street Fighter”. The system is developed in Windows platform
and has been tested with five healthy participants. The user feedback and
experimental results show that this interface provides users with 14 kinds of control
commands and bring them a better gaming experience.

6.1 Introduction
Recent advances in brain and BCI research revealed that BCIs could also
benefit healthy people. BCIs have been found helpful not only in function restoring
tools for supporting people with disabilities (e.g. to use a BCI to control a prosthetic
arm [232]), but also in gaming applications by serving game players with high
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interactivity (e.g. controlling a game character by an EEG-based BCI instead of
joysticks [156]). While various applications of BCIs were reported in recent years,
BCI-based gaming applications are still in their infant stage and most of the
applications are simple proofs of concepts with limited functionality [233-235].
To access the interaction between the human brain and a computer, various
paradigms have been employed to collect the electrophysiological signals of the
human brain and translate them into control commands. They are usually
categorized into invasive [52, 236], less invasive [33, 37] and non-invasive [59].
Compared to the former two kinds of BCIs, the non-invasive method avoids the
risks of surgery by placing external sensors on the user’s scalp [237]. Meanwhile,
among various non-invasive BCIs, EEG-based BCIs attract most of the researchers’
interest stemming from its cost-effective and relatively short latency. EEG is an
ideal media to access BCI-based gaming applications.
Intensive training, however, is essential for the success of EEG-based BCI
applications [45, 124]. The training of operating a BCI is a process of adaption and
there are two adaptors: user and system [11]. Both of them will adjust themselves to
be better adapted to each other during the training sessions. Subjects must modify
their brain activities to maintain a good correlation between their intent and the
signal features measured by the BCI. At the same time, the BCI must extract and
classify EEG signal features and correctly translate them to device commands. To
achieve reasonable operation accuracy, extensive training that repeats a specific
operation many times is necessary. However, a critical obstacle for effective
training is the fatigue caused by repeated and boring operations during intensive
training sessions [76]. Repeating a simple operation with a great chance of failure is
quite a boring task and usually leads to fatigue quickly. As with the acquisition of
conventional skills, anxiety, frustration, or fatigue may gravely degrade the
performance of operation and discourage a participant to continue the training
session, particularly in the beginning stage [238, 239].
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An essential issue in the development of EEG-based BCIs, therefore, is how to
reduce the subjects’ fatigue and help them master the BCI operation in shorter
training sessions. Previous research [240] reported that the keyboard variant was
boring, but the BCI controlled games provided a more challenging and immersing
experience, which helps the participants enjoy the training sessions. In recent years,
various EEG-based games have been developed to improve the efficiency of BCI
training, ranging from simple one dimension cursor movement to complex threedimension robot control [78, 241, 242].
So far, EEG-based gaming applications can be categorized as three groups
based on the features of their input signal. The first one is employing the brain
power that uses the broadband frequency patterns of the brain as input for game
control [243]. Usually, a function of Power Spectral Density (PSD) [244, 245] is
introduced to calculate the relaxation of the player, which can then be classified into
a binary decision. At the same time, Event Related Potentials (ERPs) such as P300
and Visual Evoked Potentials (VEPs) are also used as signal sources of game
control [156]. Depending on the presence of external visual stimuli (e.g., flashing
patterns, flickering lights, and etc.), the ERPs can be used for game control with
high information transfer rates. The third one is motor imagery which purely
employs motor activities as the input of game control [234]. A previous study [62]
reported that the brain activities of a subject during his imagination of a specific
movement are similar to the brain activities the subject has when actually doing the
same movement. Thus, it is possible to employ motor imagination as the control
strategy and players will feel that it is themselves who are acting in the game.
Hence, BCI games based on imagined movement are able to provide players with
greater immersion than other kinds of BCI games.
Pineda et al. [234] steered a First Person Shooter (FPS) game using the Mu
rhythm power on motor cortices with three electrodes. The input of this application
was the difference in power between left and right cortices. Four participants,
training for over 10 hours, learned to play that game by using motor imagery.
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Krepki et al. [246] used Lateralized Readiness Potential (LRP), which is a slow
negative EEG shifting over the activated motor cortex during a period of about one
second before the onset of actual movement, to conduct a Packman game. It was
reported that the game player had the feeling that the Packman moved in the correct
direction though the player was not aware of their decision [246]. Lehtonen et al.
[184] also employed real finger movement for a simple BCI game: moving a ball
toward the left or right side of the screen as indicated. By using actual finger
movement, 3 trials were able to reach the target, as reported. Until now, no hybrid
SMR&VEP-based BCIs, which combines both the advantages of motor imagerybased BCIs in the term of great immersion and the advantages of VEP-based BCIs
in the terms of low delays and multi-dimensional inputs, have been reported in the
field of game control.
This chapter presents a hybrid EEG-based BCI that combines both brain rhythm
power and SSVEPs, and is used to steer game characters in “Super Street Fighter”
to accomplish complex actions. This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2
shows the hardware and software of the BCI, together with the brief introduction of
the employed video game. The experiments and results are reported in Section 6.3
and Section 6.4. Finally, in Section 6.5 and Section 6.6, possible future work is
discussed and the conclusions are summarized, respectively.

6.2 BCI setup
Similar to a general EEG-based BCI, the proposed hybrid BCI also consists of
input, signal processing, output and feedback. Figure 6.1 shows the main blocks
and principal workflow of a hybrid EEG-based BCI for video gaming. Electrical
signal deriving from the brain is collected by electrodes on the scalp followed by
amplifying and digitizing to get the raw EEG signals. The raw EEG signal is
processed to extract specific signal features (e.g. amplitudes of evoked potentials or
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sensorimotor cortex rhythms) which reflect the subject’s intent. These features are
translated into commands that operate a game console. Feedback, in the form of
auditory or vision, helps the user modify their mind so as to properly compose the
next desired command.

Figure 6.1 Basic framework and operation flow of the hybrid EEG-based BCI system
for gaming.
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Figure 6.2 Illustration of visual stimulation panel for SSVEP and the function mapping
for controlling a game character.

A visual stimulator is placed in front of each participant using green flickering
LEDs, as shown in Figure 6.2. In partial accordance with our previous study, the
eight frequencies are set respectively as (from #1 to #8)
(6.5 Hz),

(7.0 Hz),

(9.0 Hz),

(11.0 Hz),

(5.5 Hz),

(13.0 Hz), and

(6.0 Hz),

(15.0 Hz). Each

visual stimulus is a light-array which consists of 4x4 LEDs. The timing of these
four LED flickers is precisely controlled by a microcontroller (ATmega8, Atmel,
USA) with 50/50 on and off duty cycles. The dominant wavelength is 570nm.
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6.2.1 Signal recording
EEG signals are sampled (256 Hz sampling rate; 1-60 Hz bandpass; 50 Hz
Notch Filter) and amplified by g.USBamp (g.tec, Austria) with seven active
electrodes. These electrodes are placed according to the 10/20 international system
with little modification, as shown in Figure 6.3 , where F3, F4, FC5, FC6, O1, and
O2 represent the signal electrodes, and the ground electrode is placed at Cz. Good
contact of the electrodes to the scalp is essential for a good signal, thus a self-test is
used to indicate the status of electrode contact. Square waves are sent out
periodically, and received by adjacent electrodes. Less distortion in received signals
suggests a better contact quality which is displayed by showing different colours at
the corresponding electrode sites.

Figure 6.3 The placement of electrodes that recording EEG signals for gaming.
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Figure 6.4 Primary hardware used in the hybrid EEG-based BCI for entertainment.

The hardware setup and experimental scene is shown in Figure 6.4. Postprocessing software runs on the computer and transfers detection results to
applications using an Application Programming Interface (API). Each subject is
seated in a comfortable chair 100 cm away from a visual stimulation board (12 cm
× 15 cm). The subjects, blinking as usual, complete the entire experiment in a
normal office with air conditioners functioning and personal computers in the
vicinity.

6.2.2 Signal processing
Signals recorded from the scalp should be processed to provide meaningful
messages or device control commands. The signal processing process includes two
stages: feature extraction and signal translation (or signal classification). Feature
extraction (the value calculation of specific features of the signals) plays an
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important role in BCIs and significantly affects the subsequent process and
consequently on the system as a whole. The second stage of signal processing is
signal translation that classifies the extracted features into different groups, these
groups represent various messages or device commands, such as cursor movements,
typing of a word, or game control commands etc.
In this study, digital EEG data are received via a wireless adapter which
connects to a computer with USB. The recorded data are divided into two groups.
One group consists of signals from channel F3, F4, FC5, FC6, and Cz for ground,
which characterize the features for emotional expression and motor Imagery
rhythms. The other group includes recording sites of O1, O2, and Cz, which collect
SSVEP signals from visual cortex area.

6.2.2.1 Analyzing emotional and motor imagery rhythms using FFT method
The algorithm filters out the unrelated components using 2-30 Hz band-pass
filter, then analyzes the filtered data with FFT. In order to eliminate the Picket
Fence Effect (PFE) and to improve the side-lob rejection of the frequency response
[247], a Hanning window is employed and the time-shifted forms of the windows
are as follows:

0.5 1
(6-1)

0.5 1
where

represents the width, in samples, of a discrete-time, symmetrical

window function;

is an integer, with values 0

1;

is maximum at

0.
The frequency patterns of signals from electrodes F3 and F4 are taken as
examples, as shown in Figure 6.5. The dashed lines represent the magnitudes of
EEG signals in frequency space during lifting imagination. The solid lines denote
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the ones during pushing imagination. The variation of Delta rhythm band (<4 Hz) is
found during some emotional expression such as happiness, sadness and fear. The
amplitude changes of Mu rhythm (7~13 Hz) are related to the kind of imagined
movement such as lifting and pushing. The brain activities are distinguished by
adaptive thresholds for Delta and Mu rhythms, respectively. These thresholds can
be trained in training sessions or be modified manually according to the
performance of a user.
The workflow of adaptive thresholds calculation in this study is shown in
Figure 6.6. The training process of thresholds is initiated with pre-set threshold set
and times of training cycles
in the

. The calculated amplitudes of specific bands

training cycle are assigned to set

separately compared with the ones in set
recognition results. The set

. The elements in set

are

and updated according to the

is assigned as the trained adaptive thresholds.

During on-line operation, the brain activities are labeled with different states,
according to the adaptive thresholds.
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Figure 6.5 The frequency pattern of signals from sites F3 (upper) and F4 (lower)
during imagining the movement of lifting and pushing.
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Figure 6.6 Work flow of adaptive thresholds calculation.
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6.2.2.2 _Analyzing SSVEP signals using ANBF method
The recorded raw EEG signals from channel O1, O2, and Cz are processed
using the ANBF method. The ANBF algorithm estimates the dominant frequency
components in raw SSVEP signals, using several groups of adjacent narrow bands
in frequency-energy space and canceling common-mode noises in each group. This
method has been proved to be an effective way to suppress artifacts whose
frequency patterns overlap the ones of SSVEP signals [13].
In this study, the input signal

is designated as the differential potential

between channel O1 and channel O2. Signal

is decomposed in 8 groups of

filters, which includes, respectively, five adjacent narrow band filters with a span of
0.3 Hz and interval of 0.1 Hz.
The level of energy aggregation
_

can be expressed as

,

_
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(6-2)
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is the mean energy of noises in each narrow band. Combining equation

(6-2), (6-3), (6-4) and (6-5), the noise free energy of three adjacent bands around
1, … , 12 can be estimated by
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and the constant

∑

,

∑

,

,

1, … , 8
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is empirically equal to 0.7.

The desired target is recognized using linear classification [105, 165]. The
dominant frequency in the SSVEP signal is identified as the central frequency of
the corresponding band-pass filter group that has the maximum noise-free
(i

1, … ,8). Subsequently, a stimulus, whose flickering frequency is

equal to the dominant frequency, is recognized as the desired target.

6.2.3 Super street fighter video game
The game used in this study is “Super Street Fighter (SSF)” which is quite a
popular video game among young people [33]. For the sake of simplification, this
game has been adapted to a simple version in flash format using the flash
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development platform “Macromedia Studio 8” [34]. The number of game
characters is reduced to three but all of its functions of fighting remain the same,
such as moving forward, fisting, kicking and casting spells (as shown in Figure
6.7). All of the fighting actions are mapped to a serial group of keystrokes. For
example, if a subject wants to punch the enemy slightly, he should gaze at the first
flickering light array till the hybrid BCI system recognizes that the desired target is
number 1. According to the example settings in Figure 6.7, the recognition result
will be automatically translated into a command mimicking a keystroke of “Num
1”, which will activate the BCI-controlled game character to raise a fist gently
against the enemy.

Figure 6.7 The setting panel of the game console in this study. This program enables a
user to modify the game parameters manually.

A screenshot of “Super Street Fighter” is shown in Figure 6.8. The left game
character, named RYU and wearing white clothes, is controlled by a subject using
his brain activity. The right character, wearing a blue T-shirt, is under the control of
a computer. In an easy mode, the computer-controlled game character will
primarily defend, so the player has adequate time to practice the control skills. In a
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medium mode, the PC controlled character will become more offensive, and then
the game becomes closer to a real game.
In a traditional joystick control strategy, to cast spells a game player should
press keys combination following a specific sequence in a short time (typically less
than 1 second). However, it is impossible for current BCIs to produce several
commands in such a short time. Hence, a specially designed API is integrated into a
game console to realize the function of casting spells. Once the API detects the
command of casting spells, it will automatically translate this command into a
specific keys combination in demanded sequence and then transfer them to the
interface of “Super Street Fighter” one by one with 0.3 second intervals.

Figure 6.8 Screenshot of BCI controlled “Super Street Fighter”.
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6.3 Experimental test

6.3.1 Participants
The EEG signals were recorded from five subjects (3 males and 2 females) at
The University of Auckland. The selected participants were between 26 - 28 years
old with limited experience using EEG-based BCI and two of them (S3 and S5) had
never played this game before. Using the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory [166],
all of the participants were right-handed. All procedures were approved by a local
ethics committee and informed consent was given by all participants.

6.3.2 Training session
Training sessions were designed to help participants being familiar with
experimental protocols and to master the basic operation of the hybrid EEG-based
BCI. This session included three following stages.

6.3.2.1 Thresholds calibration
Participants sat in front of a computer, wearing an EEG cap while resting their
arms on a table, as shown in Figure 6.4. At the beginning of the threshold
calibration, participants were instructed to relax completely and remain in this
status for about 30 seconds during which the system recorded the background brain
activities. This status was labeled “neutral”, which would be used as a reference for
other brain activities. Then participants were instructed by an animation to imagine
lifting, pushing and moving their hands without actual movement. If a participant
was satisfied with their performance of imagination, the frequency pattern would be
recorded to train an Artificial Neural Network (ANN). The output of the ANN was
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the trained thresholds for imagined movement. The above process was repeated to
record the thresholds for specific emotional expressions.

6.3.2.2 Imagined writing
This sub-session was designed to test the previous training and to improve the
participants’ skills in operating this hybrid BCI. Several characters were shown on
the screen of a computer. Each of them represented a specific movement or
emotional expression. Participants were asked to rewrite the provided characters by
imagining movement or expressing emotion, which had been mapped to specific
characters accordingly.

6.3.2.3 Steady State Visual Evoked Potentials (SSVEP) writing
This sub-session was designed to help subjects to learn the operations of a BCI
based on SSVEP. Similar to the previous sub-session, subjects were asked to type
characters shown on the screen of a computer by gazing at corresponding flickering
LEDs. Once a subject’s intent was recognized, the computer would read out the
recognition result. This sub-session lasted for 5~15 minutes depending on the
performance of the subject.

6.3.3 Game strategy
In this study, motor imagery, emotional expression, and SSVEPs were all
employed as the input of game control. The imagination of subjects’ moving their
left/right hands and lifting an object up/down were translated into the commands of
moving left, moving right, jumping or creeping, respectively. The changes of a
player’s emotion would trigger other more complex commands. For example,
feeling “angry” would steer the BCI control character to attack continuously and
cast super offensive spells, while “fear” would cause the character to act more
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defensively and to escape from the enemy. Eight-class outputs of SSVEPs were
mapped to Num1 ~ Num8 respectively, as shown in Figure 6.7, which represented
“light punch”, “medium punch”, “heavy punch”, “continuously triple punches”,
“light kick”, “medium kick”, “heavy kick”, “continuously triple kicks” accordingly.
Participants firstly played the game in easy mode. In this mode, the computer
controlled game character was weak and the time for each round was unlimited. A
round would be ended if one player’s health points (HPs) indicator was zero. In
medium mode, the computer-controlled game character was stronger and the time
for each round was limited to 99 seconds. If one player was defeated or the time
disappeared, a round would be ended and the player with more HPs would be the
winner.

6.4 Results
After 40 minutes of the training session all of the five participants could
successfully master the control of the hybrid BCI, which consisted of 14 mental
states including two kinds of emotional expression, four kinds of motor imagery,
and eight classes of SSVEP. Table 6.1 presented the average duration of each round
in easy mode and the recognition accuracy of various strategies across all subjects.
In easy mode, all of them could win this game and there were no significant
variances in recognition accuracy of SSVEP and motor imagination of moving their
left/right arms. However, the average duration of each round showed significant
variance between the subjects who were familiar with SSF and the subjects who
had never played SSF before. In contrast to high recognition accuracy of SSVEP
(97.9±3.0%) and motor imagery (moving left/right arm, 85.9±10.3%), emotional
expression (57.0±29.7%) and imagining lifting/pushing (41.0±15.6%) attained
significantly lower recognition accuracy and larger deviations.
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Table 6.1 the recognition accuracy of emotional expression, motor imagination, and
SSVEP, as well as the average of lasting time for each round in easy mode.
Motor Imagination
Subject

Emotional
*

Expression

Left/Right

Lifting/

Arm*

Pushing*

Average of Lasting
SSVEP*

time for each
round (Seconds)

S1

3/5

5/5

2/3

27/27

75

S2

2/3

6/7

2/5

23/23

83

S3

1/3

5/7

1/3

24/25

120

S4

2/2

8/9

2/5

19/19

80

S5

1/4

5/6

1/4

29/31

193

57.0±29.7%

85.9±10.3%

Average
across

41.0±15.6% 97.9±3.0%

100.2±49.6

subjects

(Note: * denotes “times of success/total times of attempts”. For instance, 3/5 in the
emotional expression cell of Subject S1 means that Subject S1 tried emotional
expression five times and three of them were recognized successfully by the hybrid
BCI system.)
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Table 6.2 Summaries of the feedback from subjects using questionnaires and interviews.
Subject

Used BCI

Played SSF

Is a joystick based

Is a BCI based SSF

Getting tired/bored

Getting tired/bored

before?

before?

SSF interesting?

interesting?

in training session? † when playing game? †

S1

Y

Y

Y

Y

4

7

S2

Y

Y

Y

Y

3

6

S3

N

N

N

Y

1

4

S4

Y

Y

Y

Y

2

6

S5

N

N

N

Y

3

6

Average:

2.6

5.8

(Note: † denotes that 1: very tired/bored, 7: not tired/bored at all)
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Three participants, who had played this game with joysticks before, won this
game in medium mode. The other two participants, having never played this game,
had difficulty in fighting back under an intensive attack from the computercontrolled game character.
In addition, all five participants reported that the pleasure from the game could
significantly reduce the fatigue experienced during previous boring training
sessions. The summaries of feedback from the participants were shown in Table
6.2. Immersing themselves into the game, they found that operating this hybrid
EEG-based BCI was a pleasure rather than a tedious workload. Additionally, the
two participants (S3 and S5), who had never played similar games before, reported
that they had no interest in joystick-based “Super Street Fighter (SSF)” but really
enjoyed this EEG-based one.

6.5 Discussion and future work
The results of this study indicate that users learn to operate a hybrid BCI very
quickly and are able to achieve high recognition accuracy when they are employing
SSVEP and motor imagery when moving their left/right arms. In contrast, the
users’ performance decreases when complex motor imagery (imagining
lifting/pushing) or emotional expression is employed to express their intent.
However, all users report that this hybrid BCI-based gaming system increases their
interest in continually operating a BCI system and significantly reduces the fatigue
caused by previous boring training sessions. These data imply that the joy of
playing a game and a positive sense of accomplishment from operating a BCI can
eliminate the anxiety and frustration during a BCI training session, and will
encourage a user to continue the training session.
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This development of a hybrid EEG-based BCI game controller has four positive
effects on BCI training sessions. Firstly, the proposed hybrid BCI system not only
can work as an entertainment system, but also can assist a BCI-based rehabilitation
exercise and significantly improve the efficiency of training sessions. Actually, it is
the above mentioned complex motor imagery (imagining lifting/pushing) that needs
to be exercised and learned to be controlled in a rehabilitation exercise. Secondly,
the EEG signals are transmitted with a wireless digital data chain. Without a data
cable between the participants and the computer, there is more freedom for
participants to choose a comfortable gesture while playing the game. In addition,
digital data are more robust to the induced noises during the signal transmission.
Thirdly, employing Hanning windows, FFT and adaptive thresholds can
significantly reduce the computation. This gives low delays in the control signals,
which is critical for real time game control, especially for the currently popular
mobile embedded system. Finally, the combination of emotion and imagined
movement provides participants with greater immersion into the game. Adopting
SSVEPs provides this hybrid BCI with more options to send out control commands
for complex actions, offering users various choices of commands when playing a
video game. Although emotional expression is not a kind of motor imagination, it is
still helpful in assisting participants to accomplish a training session effectively and
improve the skills of BCI operation quickly.
This study has raised several open questions for further exploration. Firstly,
how to solve the share of computation power in multiplayer mode is an essential
issue for most existing video games. This implementation of “Super Street Fighter”
is demonstrated in single player mode, and only one computing core is enough for
signal processing, which is computationally expensive. If the number of players is
extended to two or more, the demand on computational power will significantly
increase. Hence, how to share the computation source is important for meeting the
demand of real-time games. Secondly, is it possible to develop a more user-friendly
interface of a game instead of using the conventional control strategy? Currently,
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game characters are controlled by the mapping of a keyboard and mouse. Using this
strategy in BCI-based game control, there are two kinds of mapping: EEG signals
mapping to keys and keys mapping to the actions of game characters. Mapping
EEG signals directly to actions of game characters will reduce the computation
workload and offer game players a greater freedom to control a game character by
using natural behavior. This not only can increase the immersion of a game for
game players, but also can serve as an effective training tool for the users of BCIbased rehabilitation robots and prosthetics.
There are also some enhancements in need of exploration in the future. For
instance, we can broaden the band of EEG from Delta and Mu to higher bands such
as gamma band. On the other hand, universal APIs should be developed to enable
this hybrid EEG-based BCI to be transplanted among different systems and games.
In addition, the algorithm of the signal processing should be further optimized to
reduce the command delays.

6.6 Chapter summary
In this chapter, a video game controlled by a hybrid EEG-based BCI has been
demonstrated for the first time. The participants learned to control their Delta and
Mu rhythms by expressing specific emotion and imagining arms movements, as
well as to expand the number of available input via SSVEP strategies. All five
participants were able to master the basic operation of BCI after several short
training sessions and to maintain this level of control in the following imagined
writing test and game control. The experimental results showed that the
combination of emotional expression, motor imagery, and SSVEP strategy could
provide BCI users with many more dimensions of control than previous BCIs that
use motor imagery only. Additionally, it was reported that this entertainment
implementation made the previously boring training session to be enjoyable. These
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advantages will enable players to control a game character to accomplish more
complex actions by purely using their brain activities, which can offer game players
greater immersion into the game. Meanwhile, these advantages can also effectively
reduce the fatigue during training session for BCI-based rehabilitation, greatly
improving the efficiency of rehabilitation exercise.
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Conclusion and future work

This thesis has achieved its goal of developing an EEG-based hybrid BCI which
is able to assist users in multi-mission communication with the external world and
to provide multi-dimensional movement control. The six main objectives of the
thesis were all fulfilled. Firstly, an ANBF method was developed to meet the need
of artifact reduction. Secondly, the proposed ANBF algorithm was proved to be a
real-time solution that achieved higher classification accuracy than the existing
CCA method and only two recording channels were needed for this achievement.
Thirdly, the impact of electrode positions and harmonic frequency components, in
terms of SNR and classification accuracy in SSVEP-based BCIs, was investigated
and identified. Fourthly, an online asynchronous analog SSVEP-based BCI was
invented to allow for an active rehabilitation exercise. Additionally, three new
training protocols for rehabilitation exercise were developed to improve the training
efficiency and to release the workload of operating a BCI rehabilitation system. A
hybrid multifunctional BCI system was also built and verified using video gaming
as a case study.
All of the research in the thesis was experimentally validated with real world
applications. Collectively, these achievements form a multifunctional BCI system
for communication and control which will accelerate the development and use of
EEG-based BCIs in daily life.
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7.1 Summary
Once just a scientific fiction concept, the idea of control devices with thought
alone is now a reality. With the above mentioned proof-of-concept and
improvements on signal processing, BCIs should now move from the laboratory
into people’s daily lives. EEG-based BCI is an ideal technology to realize this
desire and offer independence and a high quality of life to millions of individuals
with mobility impairment. In Chapters One and Two it was shown that EEG-based
BCIs had great potential to enhance the wellbeing of our society. However, before
EEG-based BCIs can be widely used in daily life, the following technical issues
need to be addressed: 1) to establish an effective method to reduce the artifacts in
recorded EEG signals and therefore to enhance the SNR; 2) to develop an algorithm
that can recognise a user’s intent with short latency and can be executed in real-time;
3) to develop an asynchronous BCI that has a “brain switch” and, therefore, can be
operated in user-paced; 4) to improve the training efficiency and to release the
workload of operating a BCI; 5) to find a way to reduce the minimum recording
channels without sacrificing detection accuracy; and 6) to experimentally validate
all solutions to the above needs.
The rest of this thesis described meeting these requirements. A new signal
processing method based on ANBF was proposed to suppress broad spectra noises
and to estimate the energy of “pure” signals, by utilising adjacent narrow band-pass
filters. The proposed approach was analytically verified and experimentally
validated in a 12-calss SSVEP-based BCI with nine healthy participants. Compared
to the widely-used Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) method, the ANBF
method can achieve higher detection accuracy and shorter recognition latency, with
two recording channels and without preventing subjects’ normal eye blinks. By
using the same EEG data set, the experimental results showed that the ANBF
method achieved detection accuracy of 97.3

1.5% on experienced participants,

while the detection accuracy of the CCA method was 70.9

4.1% on the same
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participants. In addition, it was shown that the ANBF method could recognise the
desired target frequency 2~3 seconds faster than the CCA method with the time
window length of 5 seconds.
To solve the autonomy issue in BCI-based rehabilitation applications, a new
analog SSVEP-based BCI, with a user-paced “brain switch” and adjustable speed
control, has been proposed and experimentally validated. Online experimental
results, with six healthy participants, showed that the overall average recognition
accuracy for the ANBF method with 0.3 Hz filter spans was 96.0%
overall average net latency was 2.8
be improved to 98.9%

4.2% and the

0.6 seconds. The recognition accuracy could

1.5% by simply modifying the filter spans to 0.1 Hz, but

the overall average net latency would be prolonged to 4.3

0.5 seconds.

Three new and different training protocols were also proposed to enhance the
efficiency of rehabilitation exercise and to release the workload of users when they
were operating the proposed analog SSVEP-based BCI for lower limb rehabilitation.
The experimental results showed that these protocols had great potential either to
reduce the subjects’ workload and visual fatigue, increase the BCI operation speed,
or enhance the efficiency of limb rehabilitation exercise. Moreover, the introduced
analog system not only could provide feedback to the user in real-time for the aim
of maintaining concentration, but also was able to replicate normal walking speed
and speed adjustment in a natural way for walking aids in daily life.
To reduce the minimum recording channels which could maintain reasonable
recognition accuracy, the impact of electrode positions and harmonic frequency
components in SSVEP-based BCIs has been investigated and identified. A 4-class
SSVEP-based BCI together, with six healthy participants, were adopted to
experimentally verify the findings. Best detection accuracy was achieved with twochannel bipolar derivation, which achieved 89.4
harmonic H1 and 88.6

4.6% mean

5.6% mean

SD using only

SD combining all three harmonics (H1,

H2 and H3). Results indicated that high classification accuracy could be achieved
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by using only harmonic H1. These findings underpinned the feasibility that by
employing the proposed ANBF method the minimum recording channels could be
reduced to 2 channels and only the fundamental frequency was adequate for high
recognition accuracy. This would greatly improve the user comfort and costefficiency of SSVEP-based BCIs.
To experimentally validate all the above findings and to verify the compatibility
of ANBF-based SSVEP-BCIs, a hybrid EEG-based BCI was initially showcased to
offer multidimensional control commands. These conducted the actions of game
characters in a video game. In this case study, brain rhythms and SSVEPs were
both adopted to enhance the control dimensions and the gaming immersion to users.
The experimental results with six subjects showed that the combination of
emotional expression, motor imagery, and SSVEP strategy could provide BCI users
with many more dimensions of control (no less than 14 kinds of control commands)
than previous BCIs that use motor imagery only (usually 2~4 kinds of commands).
Additionally, it was reported that this entertainment implementation made the
previously boring training session enjoyable, consequently, improving the
tired/boring index from 2.6 to 5.8 (Note: 1: very tired/bored, 7: not tired/bored at all).

7.2 Impact and contributions
The goal of this thesis was to develop a technology capable of helping the
people with mobility impairment to restore their functions of communication and
control by using only their brain activities in daily life. It was identified early on
that a lack of effective ways to suppress artifacts and reduce the number of
necessary recording channels would hold back any attempts to do so. To address
these limitations, the following contributions were made that bring the capabilities
of EEG-based BCIs closer to application in daily life.
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Invention of the Adjacent Narrow Band Filtering (ANBF) method: The
proposed ANBF method has a large impact on the signal processing methods for
SSVEP-based BCIs. This method can also be used to calculate the energy of a
specific sinus signal that is buried in spectrum overlapping noises. Combining
artifacts reduction and frequency recognition together, the ANBF method can
effectively suppress irrelevant artifacts whose frequency spectra overlap those of
the targets. In comparison to the 2-channel CCA method, the ANBF method
increases the SNR of processed signals 10~15 dB higher. Additionally, the ANBF
method can effectively estimate the noise free energy of the target frequency bands
that can reflect the focus degree of users’ attention and can, therefore, be employed
to develop an analog BCI with a “brain switch”. Furthermore, this ANBF method
works well in real-time and is robust against the artifacts caused by normal eye
blinks. Finally, the proposed ANBF can achieve high detection accuracy
(averaged:97.3~98.9% with ANBF v.s. 68.8~75.0% with CCA) using no more
than two electrodes, which realizes an accurate BCI with few electrodes, and
provides a good approach for signal processing in SSVEP-based BCIs for real-life
use.
Development of an asynchronous analog SSVEP-based BCI with “brain
switch”: To the best of the author’s knowledge, the proposed asynchronous analog
BCI is the first example of user-paced analog BCI being used to underpin the
control of robotic limb exoskeleton in rehabilitation applications. Benefiting from
the continuously outputting capability of the ANBF method, the developed
asynchronous SSVEP-based BCI not only can provide a “brain switch” that adds a
mind idle state to operation states, but also can output adjustable motion speed
according to the focus degree of users’ attention. This “brain switch” is able to
effectively handle the safety issues that are critical for BCI-based control in daily
life. The introduced analog system not only can provide feedback to the user in
real-time for the aim of maintaining concentration, but also is able to replicate
normal walking speed and speed adjustment in a natural way for walking aids in
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daily life. Adopting mind engagement also enables users to access an active
rehabilitation exercise and, therefore, can significantly improve the efficiency of
rehabilitation process.
Creation of three new and different training protocols: Three training
protocols, specifically designed for rehabilitation exercise, have been proposed and
experimentally tested with six healthy participants. The experimental results show
that these protocols have great potential either to reduce the subjects’ workload and
visual fatigue, increase the BCI operation speed, or enhance the efficiency of limb
rehabilitation exercise. Additionally, these training protocols can exceed the
training sessions and be used to conduct BCI-based robots for rehabilitation or
prosthetics control in daily life.
Investigation and identification on the impact of electrode positions and
harmonics in SSVEP-based BCIs: The use of dominant electrodes and harmonics
in a SSVEP-based BCI is a key issue for the accurate, concise, and user-friendly
performance of a practical BCI. Most research in previous literature that achieved
online recognition accuracy higher than 90% depended on dense recording which
employed more than 6 EEG channels. This thesis experimentally explores and
identifies the impact of electrode positions around visual cortex area and the first
three harmonics in terms of SNR and detection accuracy for a SSVEP-based BCI.
Together with the proposed ANBF method, this work provides good guidance to
further reduce the number of necessary recording channels to two, without
sacrificing detection accuracy and latency.
Development of a hybrid EEG-based BCI for game control: This work
firstly explores and experimentally demonstrates a multi-functional gaming aimed
hybrid BCI that combines emotion, motor imagery rhythms, and SSVEPS. Taking
the advantages of multi-class commands from SSVEPs together with the great
immersion from emotional and motor imagery rhythms, the proposed hybrid BCI
increases the gaming commands from previously no more than 4 up to 14
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commands and rewards the users with great immersion into a video game. This
hybrid EEG-based BCI system provides an effective way to reduce user fatigue
during training sessions, which improved the averaged tired/boring index from 2.6
to 5.8 (Note: 1: very tired/bored, 7: not tired/bored at all). In addition, it underpins the
compatibility of proposed SSVEP-based BCI to motor imagery-based BCIs and
verifies the entire designs in an online case study.

7.3 Future work
This thesis has made substantial progress towards eliminating the major hurdles
standing in the way of applying EEG-based BCI for communication and control in
daily life. It is hoped that the development of asynchronous analog SSVEP-based
BCIs would accelerate the progress of applying EEG-based BCI in daily life.
However, there are important issues that still need to be addressed:
The practical application of the proposed EEG-based BCI awaits clinical trials
that recruit the people with mobility impairment into BCI experiments. Experiments
in this thesis were only tested on a small group of healthy people and lasted for less
than two hours each time. The disability may affect the patients’ ability of motor
imagery or may present different EEG patterns distorted by other diseases. In
addition, the term for a patient using an EEG-based BCI in daily life is usually
much longer than the duration of our experiments. Thus the long-term stability and
user comfort of EEG-based BCI should also be investigated.
To further improve the user friendliness of SSVEP-based BCIs, it is necessary
to find a solution to reduce the users’ visual fatigue during operation. Several
subjects reported visual fatigue after gazing at the flickering LEDs for a long time.
This adverse reaction was also reported in previous studies [202-204]. A possible
solution to settle this visual fatigue issue is to investigate and optimize the
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parameters of visual stimulation, such as the flickering frequency [205], colour [206,
207], and brightness [208] of the LED lights.
The relationship between harmonics of SSVEPs needs to be investigated in
depth. This thesis identified the major contribution of the fundamental frequency
(H1) in detection accuracy of SSVEP-based BCIs. However, it is possible to
develop a model or an algorithm to decouple the higher harmonics from the
fundamental frequency (H1). The decoupled higher harmonics may also contribute
to increasing detection accuracy. Additionally, using other combination methods for
harmonics rather than simple Harmonic Sum Decision (HSD) may utilise the
advantages of higher harmonics better and may, therefore, be awarded with higher
detection accuracy. Previous research [157] implied that applying other
combination methods such as Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [231], might
achieve higher classification accuracy with three harmonics than the one with only
harmonic H1, after extensive training with the data already obtained. While the
LDA solution has disadvantages of complexity and significant sensitivity on
training data, it shows the possibility of finding a solution to improve the use of the
higher harmonics.
It is also necessary to develop a more user-friendly interface of the game itself
instead of using the conventional control strategy. Currently, game characters are
controlled by the mapping of a keyboard and mouse. Using this strategy in BCIbased game control, there are two kinds of mapping: EEG signals mapping to keys
and keys mapping to the actions of game characters. Mapping EEG signals directly
to actions of game characters will reduce the computation workload, and offer the
game player great freedom to control the game character by using natural behaviour.
This can not only increase the immersion of game for game players, but also can
serve as an effective training tool for the users of BCI-based rehabilitation robots
and prosthetics.
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7.4 Chapter summary
In conclusion, this thesis presents an ANBF signal processing algorithm, an
asynchronous analog BCI with new operating protocols, and a hybrid BCI solution
for communication and control. They were key enabling technologies needed to
develop practical EEG-based BCIs. The ANBF method was robust against artifacts
in EEG signals and experimentally validated to be an effective signal processing
algorithm, achieving high detection accuracy in a two-channel SSVEP-based BCI.
The proposed asynchronous analog BCI with new protocols not only eliminated the
safety issues in the way of bringing BCIs into daily life, but also enhanced the
efficiency of rehabilitation exercise and released the workload of operating an
assistive prosthetic. The creation of a hybrid BCI brought a user great immersion
and freedom to conduct a BCI, and also opened a window to developing a
multifunctional BCI with natural user interfaces. Application of these technologies
will move us closer towards the ultimate goal of this thesis – to develop a BCIbased communication and control system that purely depends on human brain
activities and can be used in daily life.
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A.1 Questionnaire for BCI research

General Information
Gender: _________________

Age: ____________________________

Regular Medicine: ___________(Y/N) If yes, please specify _____________
______________________________________________________________
How many times have you ever used BCIs: ________________
If not the first time, when was the last time: ______________ (YYYY-MM-DD)
Left/Right handed: _____________

(If you are not sure, please do the

following “Handedness Test”)
Do you have any vision problems, i.e. wearing glasses/contact lenses: ______
__________________________________________________________________
Have you ever experienced any symptoms of epilepsy or is there any history of
epilepsy (please give details) __________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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Please answer the following questions by entering a mark on the scale between
1 and 7 in the appropriate cell (If applicable):

Real
movements

Imagined

Visual

movements stimulation

Did you feel that you could learn the
operation before the experiment easily?
(1: not easy at all, 7: very easy)
Did you get tired because of the
experiment?
(1: very tired, 7: not tired at all)
Did you find the experiment
comfortable?
(1: not comfortable at all, 7: very
comfortable)
Are you satisfied with your performance
during the experiment?
(1: not satisfied at all, 7: very satisfied)
Do you feel that you could do better if
you were to repeat the experiment?
(1: definitely not, 4: maybe as well as
this time 7: definitely yes)
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Please answer the following questions freely (If applicable):
1. What strategies did you employ in order to control the objective using imagined
hand-movements?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
2. What kind of foot-movements did you imagine?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
3. Did you feel visual fatigue during this experiment? If so, what did you do to
overcome this discomfort?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
4. How long did it take to get setup for the experiment and could you do this
yourself? Is there any way you think this could be made easier?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
5. Were you happy with the speed of operating the system? Did you feel like your
performance increased with time?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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6. Do you have any comments or suggestions concerning this experiment?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS
COMMITTEE ON APRIL 20TH, 2011 FOR 6 YEARS, REFERENCE NUMBER 2011/076, 9724.
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A.2 Questionnaire for handedness
Most people are either right-handed or left-handed. However, there are different
"degrees" of handedness. Some people use one hand for jobs that require skill and
the other hand for jobs that involve reaching. Other people use the same hand for
these different jobs. Use this "Handedness Questionnaire" to measure the strength
of handedness. Place a mark in a box for each question that describes you best. See
other side.
(This questionnaire was adapted from the handedness questionnaire by Stanley
Coren, The Left-Hander Syndrome: The Causes and Consequences of LeftHandedness, Free Press, New York, 1992.)

LEFT
Hand

RIGHT
Hand

EITHER
Hand

1. Which hand do you use to write?
2. Which hand do you use to draw?
3. Which hand do you use to throw a ball?
4. Which hand do you hold a tennis racket?
5. With which hand do you hold a toothbrush?
6. Which hand holds a knife when you cut things?
7. Which hand holds a hammer when you nail
things?
8. Which hand holds a match when you light it?
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9. Which hand holds an eraser when you erase
things?
10. Which hand removes the top card when you
deal from a deck?
11. Which hand holds the thread when you thread a
needle?
12. Which hand holds a fly swatter?
TOTAL

How to Determine your Score
1. Count the number of LEFT, RIGHT and EITHER responses.
2. Multiply the number of RIGHT responses by 3. This number = R
3. Multiply the number of EITHER responses by 2. This number = E
4. Add R + E + (number of LEFT responses). This sum is your score.

Number of RIGHT responses x 3 = _______
Number of EITHER responses x 2 = ______
Number of LEFT responses = ______
TOTAL = ___________ Left/Right handed: ________________
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How to Interpret Your Score
Score

Handedness

33 to 36 = Strongly Right-Handed
29 to 32 = Moderately Right-Handed
25 to 28 = Weakly Right-Handed
24

= Ambidextrous

20 to 23 = Weakly Left-Handed
16 to 19 = Moderately Left-Handed
12 to 15 = Strongly Left-Handed

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS
COMMITTEE ON APRIL 20TH, 2011 FOR 6 YEARS, REFERENCE NUMBER 2011/076, 9724.
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A.3 Consent form for general participants
THIS FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF 6 YEARS

Project title: Research on EEG based BCIs
Name(s) of Researcher(s): SONG Xing
I have read the Participant Information Sheet, have understood the nature of the
research and why I have been selected. I have had the opportunity to ask questions
and have them answered to my satisfaction.
• I agree to take part in this research.
• I understand that I am free to withdraw participation at any time, and to
withdraw any data traceable to me up to two weeks after the participation.
• I agree to be videotaped.
• I agree to be EEG recorded.
• I understand that data will be kept for 6 years, after which they will be deleted.
Name ___________________________
Signature ________________________
Date ____________________________
APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS
COMMITTEE ON April 20th, 2011 FOR 3 YEARS REFERENCE NUMBER 2011 / 076
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A.4 Participant information sheet for general participants
Project title: Research on EEG based BCIs
Name(s) of Researcher(s): SONG Xing
Researcher introduction
SONG Xing, Doctoral Candidate, Department of Mechanical Engineering
Project description and invitation
This research is focused on developing a Brain Computer Interface (BCI),
which can be used to control electrical equipment (such as TV, lights, air
conditioner and wheelchair, etc.) without arms or legs, only using your brain
activity (Electroencephalography or EEG). Such an interface will help people
with disabilities to live independently and conveniently, as well as help normal
people to augment their abilities to operate in the external environment.
Anyone who is 16 years old or above and wants to participate is welcome to
volunteer for our experiment. There can be no payment or compensation for
taking part.
Project Procedures
Firstly, some general information of yours will be sought to establish
handedness. Secondly, you will be seated in front of computer monitor and
wearing a cap with several EEG electrodes. Thirdly, you will be asked to either
(a) move your arms, or (b) just imagine moving your arms, or (c) imagine
moving the cursor showing on the screen, or (d) gaze at the flickering LEDs
showing on the panel. The whole experiment will last 120-150 mins.
Data storage/retention/destruction/future use
The experimental data will be stored in electronic format for 6 years and then
will be deleted. In order to synchronize the movement and the recording of
EEG data, video may be used to record your hand movement. Please specify
on the Consent From whether if you agree or don’t agree to be videotaped. No
experimental data or information will be released to any third parties.
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Right to Withdraw from Participation
You have the right to withdraw from participation at any time, and to
withdraw your traceable data from the research up to two weeks after
participation.
Anonymity and Confidentiality
Your identities will be kept confidential throughout the whole experiment. The
only connection between such forms is a group of numbers, which is
untraceable to you. All video data (if applicable) will be digitally processed,
and personal information will be covered. Data will only be shared within the
research group and will not be shared or disclosed to any third party without
signing a confidentiality agreement.
Risks
The experiment is non-invasive and the EEG device (up to 32 electrodes
located on the subject’s head) is a commercially available system. There are
no physical or psychological risks to the participants.
Please note: The system is for experimental purposes only, not for clinical
purposes.
Contact Details and Approval Wording
Researcher:
SONG Xing
Email: xson026@aucklanduni.ac.nz
Phone: +64-9-3737599 extends 81832
Supervisor:
Shane Xie
Email: s.xie@auckland.ac.nz
Phone: +64-9-3737599 extends 88143
HOD:
Gordon Mallinson
Email: g.mallinson@auckland.ac.nz
Phone: +64-9-3737599 extends 88148
For any queries regarding ethical concerns you may contact the Chair, The
University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee, The University
of Auckland, Office of the Vice Chancellor, Private Bag 92019, Auckland 1142.
Telephone 09 373-7599 extn. 83711.
APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS
TH
COMMITTEE ON APRIL 20 , 2011 FOR 3 YEARS, REFERENCE NUMBER 2011 /
076
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Department of Mechanical Engineering
20, Symonds Street
Auckland, New Zealand
+64-9-3737599
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland, New Zealand

A.5 Consent form for clinical trials
THIS FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF 6 YEARS

Project title: Evaluation of EEG based BCIs in a Clinical Environment
Names of Researchers: SONG Xing, Andrew McDaid
I have read the Participant Information Sheet, have understood the nature of
the research and why I have been selected. I have had the opportunity to ask
questions and have them answered to my satisfaction.
• I agree to take part in this research.
• I understand that I am free to withdraw participation at any time, and to
withdraw any data traceable to me up to two weeks after the participation.
□ I agree to be videotaped.
□ I do not agree to be videotaped.
• I agree to be EEG recorded.
• I understand that data will be kept for 6 years, after which they will be
deleted.
Name ___________________________
Signature ________________________
Date ____________________________
APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS
COMMITTEE ON 26TH JULY 2013 FOR 3 YEARS, REFERENCE NUMBER 9724.
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Department of Mechanical Engineering
20, Symonds Street
Auckland, New Zealand
+64-9-3737599
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland, New Zealand

A.6 Participant information sheet for clinical trials
Project title: Evaluation of EEG based BCIs in a Clinical Environment
Names of Researchers: Song Xing, Andrew McDaid
Researcher introduction
SONG Xing, Doctoral Candidate, Department of Mechanical Engineering
Andrew McDaid, Lecturer, Department of Mechanical Engineering
Project description and invitation
This research is focused on developing a Brain Computer Interface (BCI),
which can be used to control electrical equipment (such as TV, lights, air
conditioner and wheelchair, etc.) without arms or legs, only using your brain
activity (Electroencephalography or EEG). Such an interface will help people
with disabilities to live independently and conveniently, as well as help normal
people to increase their abilities to operate in the real world environment.
Anyone who is 16 years old or above and wants to participate is welcome to
volunteer for our experiment. There can be no payment or compensation for
taking part.
Project Procedures
Firstly, some general information will be sought to establish handedness.
Secondly, you will be seated in front of computer monitor and wearing a cap
with several EEG electrodes. Thirdly, you will be asked to either (a) move your
arms, or (b) just imagine moving your arms, or (c) imagine moving the cursor
showing on the screen, or (d) gaze at the flickering LEDs showing on the panel.
The whole experiment will last 120-150 mins.
Data storage/retention/destruction/future use
The experimental data will be stored in electronic format for 6 years and then
will be deleted. In order to synchronize the movement and the recording of
EEG data, video may be used to record your hand movements. Please specify
on the Consent From whether you agree or don’t agree to be videotaped. No
experimental data or information will be released to any third parties.
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Right to Withdraw from Participation
You have the right to withdraw from participation at any time and to withdraw
your traceable data from the research up to two weeks after participation.
Anonymity and Confidentiality
Your identities will be kept confidential throughout the whole experiment. The
only connection between such forms is a group of numbers, which is
untraceable to you. All video data (if applicable) will be digitally processed,
and personal information will be covered. Data will only be shared within the
research group and will not be shared or disclosed to any third party without
signing a confidentiality agreement.
Risks
The experiment is non-invasive and the EEG device (up to 32 electrodes
located on the subject’s head) is a commercially available system. There are
no physical or psychological risks to the participants.
Please note: The system is for experimental purposes only, not for clinical
purposes.
Contact Details and Approval Wording
Researchers:
Song Xing
Email: xson026@aucklanduni.ac.nz
Phone: +64-9-3737599 ex 81832
Andrew McDaid
Email: andrew.mcdaid@auckland.ac.nz
Phone: +64-9-3737599 ex 81898
Supervisor:
Shane Xie
Email: s.xie@auckland.ac.nz
Phone: +64-9-3737599 ex 88143
HOD:
Brian Mace
Email: b.mace@auckland.ac.nz
Phone: +64-9-3737599 ex 88148
For any queries regarding ethical concerns you may contact the Chair, The
University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee, The University
of Auckland, Office of the Vice Chancellor, Private Bag 92019, Auckland 1142.
Telephone 09 373-7599 extn. 83711.
APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS
COMMITTEE ON 26TH JULY 2013 FOR 3 YEARS, REFERENCE NUMBER 9724.
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A.7 Description of supplementary videos
This section contains short descriptions of the videos found on the
supplementary DVD attached to this thesis.

Videos 01: Mind Angel _ SSVEP-based mind dialing system (2012.06)
This video shows that a subject can dial a phone by using his mind and a
SSVEP-based BCI. Different lights represent different numbers. The bottom left
LED represents the command of “Backspace”, which can be used to delete a
mistyped number. The bottom right LED represents the command of “Dial” that
can wirelessly trigger the subject’s phone to dial the desired number.

Videos 02: Mind Angel _ SSVEP-based spelling system (2012.10)
This video shows that a subject can compose a message by using his mind and a
SSVEP-based BCI. An array of twelve lights forms an alphanumeric keypad.
Similar to the previous video, the bottom left LED represents the command of
“Backspace”, which can be used to delete a mistyped character. The bottom right
LED represents the command of “Speak” that can trigger the system to read out the
typed message.

Videos 03: Mind Angel _ SSVEP-based mind rehabilitation system
(2012.12)
This video shows in a demonstration that a subject could participate in an active
rehabilitation exercise by using his mind and a SSVEP-based BCI. An array of four
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lights forms a control panel for this rehabilitation exercise. The upper left LED
represents a command of “Forward”, the upper right LED represents the command
of “Backward”. The bottom left LED represents the command of “Cycle”, meaning
the robotic exoskeleton will execute a reciprocating motion twice. The bottom right
LED represents the command of “Emerging Stop” that can release the robotic
exoskeleton to an idle state immediately.
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